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ESCORTED TO HIS
FINAL RESTING PLACE

NO. 241.
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Scenic New Mexico

203

METRE HILL
Believed That Japanese Today
Captured Key to Situation
at Port Arthur.

The Remains of the Late J. Francisco Chaves Consigned to Their Last
Earthly Abode Today A Remark
able Man He Was Imposing and
Largely Attended Obsequies.
-
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Armies Active Mikado Issues
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Found Schools.
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a
In 1863 he was in command of
x
X
an escort which guarded Governor Mc
Tokio, Nov. 30. It is reported X
Cormick of the new Territory of Ari
X that the Japanese today assault- - X
'
zona to Prescott,, then the capital, and
X ed, carried and retained the south- - X
New Mexico and had done so for 50 was present at the establishment of the
X ern portion of 203 Metre Hill.
X
years. He was of a strong personality territorial government for Arizona in
x
x
and the events and occurrences in his that' year. In 18C5 he wa3 honorably
XXXXXXXXS.XXXXXXXXX X
life were many and varied, some of a mustered out of the service of the Uni
romantic character and others of ted States and returned to his home
Slaughter Continues at Port Arthur.
a very tragic nature. He was a re- iaKing up tne stuay or law and was
Che Foo, Nov. 30. Chinese who left
markable man in many respects. He shortly thereafter admitted to the bar
Port Dalny November 28th, arrived
served his country gallantly in the Civil of New Mexico.
here today. They say the fighting at
War and in various Indian hostilities.
During the latter '70's he served as
Port Arthur continues.
They heard
He thrice represented the Territory as district attorney of the,, Second Judicial
firing November 29 while at sea. The
its delegate to Congress; he filled the district. Colonel Chaves was a Repub
Chinese assisted in carrying the JapCEMENT FLUME NEAR CARLSBAD.
position as member of the legislative liCan in politics and in 1859, while ab
anese wounded from the trains to the
council from Valencia County for more sent fighting the Navaho Indians, was
hospitals and personally counted a
than a dozen terms, half of them as elected to the House of Represent
thousand. The Japanese, they say,
president of that body; he was district tive in the Territorial Legislative As
seemed depressed.
1860. In
attorney of the Second Judicial district sembly, taking his seat-i- n
Russians Assume Offensive.
for several years; he was superintend- 1865, he was elected as the delegate to
Kuro-patkiSt. Petersburg, Nov. 30.
ent of public Instruction of the Terri- Congress and served in the Thirty
under date of November 29, reCon
tory for four years; he was bright, ag- ninth, Fortieth and Forty-seconports that a Japanese force which evacgressive, a well educated man who greases. In 1875 he was elected a mem
Trouble Caused by an Elopement Of uated Tsinkhetchen, (near Da Pass),
spoke and wrote English and Spanish ber of the Territorial Council from
took a fresh position near the village
ficers After Murder and Fight
with equal fluency and skill; he was a Valencia County and had held that po
of Suidun, about 7
Is Anticipated.
miles southeast
member of the New Mexico bar and sition ever since.
of Da Pass. They carried off many
when he practiced law, was a good jury
In March 1901, he was appointed suFort Worth, Texas, Nov. 30. Two wounded. The Russians on the mornlawyer; he was a well posted parlia- perintendent of public instruction by
men have been shot and killed and an- ing of November 29th, resumed the ofmentarian, and was much in demand as Governor Otero; reappointed thereto in
other seriously wounded by J. M. Wil fensive, advancing in the direction of
a presiding officer in conventions and 1903, and was filling the position at the
liams, a farmer living near the town Suidun.
public meetings; he was an eloquent hour of his greatly deplored death
of Alvarado.
Opened Second War Diet.
Stephen McKinney, a
Colonel Chaves leaves one daughter,
speaker and thoroughly posted on polTokio, Nov. 30. The Emperor for
young farmer, who has been paying atitics and New Mexico affairs. He was Mrs. Lola C. Armljo and an adopted
tention to a young
of mally opened the war diet today. He
past his prime, being in his seventy-secon- son, James C. Chaves. Mr3. Arlmijo
Williams, failing to win his consent to said in part: "We have directed our
year, but was so strong, robust has four sons and one daughter. The
the marrying of his daughter, ran away ministers of state to submit to you a
and well preserved that it was believed sincere sympathy of the community
scheme for the meeting of an extraorwith the girl and married her.
that he would have lived twelve or fif- and of the many relatives, friends and
and his bride returned dinary expenditure necessitated by the
McKinney
teen years longer had it not been for acquaintances of the dead soldier and
home and the bridegroom went to war, together with a budget for the
the assassin's bullet, which cut short statesman is extended to them in this
work on his farm. Williams went to 38th year of Meji, besides other pro
his thread of life. He was courageous their dark hour of sorrow and bereave
town and bought a rifle, then riding out jects of law. Our expeditionary forces
wanted
He
arrest.
him
the
under
were
at
hundred
Several
people
and nervy and from his majority was a ment. Their Joss is great and irrepar
to the field where
his fath- have been victorious in every battle,
leader in politics and that on the Re- ably and is shared by the people Santa Fe Central depot last evening to to know what he was want er and brother wereMcKinney,
at work, the enrag- and have repeatedly shown fresh
he
for
told
when
ed
and
and
Just
laughed
get
south
the
from
train
meet
the
publican side.
throughout the confines of this great
ed man, without a word, opened fire.
proofs of their loyalty and bravery so
In financial matters he experienced Territory, high and low, rich and poor, a glimpse of the man suspected of the and. said he was willing to go along
that
the progress of the war has been
The
to
rushed
elder
the
Otero
ChavMcKinney
with the officers. Game Warden
many ups and downs and several times without distinction of race, political or assassination of the late Colonel
to our advantage. We exrescue
was
his
himself
of
shot
constantly
and
boy
to
and
him
station
took
the
near
Progresso
was
arrested
Progresso
es, who
during his life, was considered one of religious unions.
the
pect
by
dead.
loyal devotion of our sub
The
too,
wa3
Fe,
brother,
for
sev'ously
Santa
train
there
Game Warden caught the
the richest men in the Territory. He
The assassination took place at 7 yesterday morning by
wounded. Officers have started to ar jects to attain our ultimate object and
Baca
and
others
Sheriff
train
The
Huber,
Deputy
and
B.
Otero
posse.
was a descendant of a family which o'clock on the
evening of Saturday, the Page
rest Williams and trouble is antici- call upon you to discharge your duties
was influential and powerful under 26th of November, 1904, in the store of came into the depot three quarters of are still on the ground and Mr. Otero
by harmonious
war
thereby
with
pated.
the Spanish and Mexican regime in this Juan de Sales, at Pino3 Wells, Valen an hour late, but no prisoner alighted expects to return tomorrow
our wish and ends."
promoting
of
arrest
rants
the
for
the
suspeeU,
was
disappointed.
and the crowd
To Found Schools.
Territory and during the early days of cia, County.
Valles was put in the sweat box thi3
The train had been stopped at the
American occupancy. Jiiis relatives by
The Obsequies.
Nov. 30. A conference here
Moscow,
a. m. morning and again this afternoon and
blood and marriage are many today
The funeral of the lr.te Colonel J. stock yards by District Clerk
of the marshals of Nobility for the purhe
If
hard
a
was
divulg
a
in
degree.
given
carriage
throughout the Territory.' His end was Francisco Chaves was held this morn Bergere, who was there
pose of discussing the most advisable
party ed anything in regard to the crime it
use for a fund to be subscribed by the
unexpected and sudden, a great shock ing and was one of the largest attend and it was understood thattothe
at
time.
not
made
was
that
the
public
pen
wished to take the prisoner
to the members of his immediate fam- ed funerals ever held in this
city, prom
The suspected man has a bad rec- Cleveland Woman Made Defendant nobility in honor of the birth of an heir
bnerirr
ily, his relatives, friends and to the inent men from many parts of the Ter- itentlarv for safe keeping.
to the throne, unanimously opposed
He came to this vicinity about
de
ord.
at
the
had
been
who
C.
H.
Kinsell,
in Sensational Damage Suits Borpeople generally; his last chapter was ritory oeing present.
the proposal to devote the money to
The remains
and
Mexico
the
from
on Nervous Collapse.
written In blood and that was his own; laid in state in the Capitol from seven pot waiting to receive the suspect eight years ago
der
found
a second naval college and fav- heard of the attempt to take the man man he came with is now doing a life
It was a tragic and dramatic end which o clock until ten this morning,
the use of the money in opening
oring
is
guarded
scene
It
allegin
to
term
the
the
and
penitentiary.
to the penitentiary
got
closed his useful, busy and strenuous by details from Company F. First
New York, Nov. 30. Mrs. Cassie L. village schools on models of the De3
Reg
ed that Valles himself has served a
woman Mulin schools in France and the Litz
the Cleveland
Chadwick,
life; to be sure, it was without pain, iment, New Mexico National Guard. in time to take charge of the prisoner
to the county Jail, where term in the Territorial penal institu- who has been made defendant In a ser- schools in
but was awful and sad nevertheless.
under the command of Captain E. C. and take him
This action is
Germany.
The people today assembled in this Abbott. Several hundred Dennis view. he was locked up tfter a thorough tion for cattle stealing.
ies of sensational suits for the recov- considered significant.
Iman
of
But
Circumstantial
Evidence,
search.
city and that from many sections in ed the remains at the capitol.
Trust All to Roosevelt.
ery of large sums of money, said to
.... have
portant Character.
the suspected man, seemed to
New Mexico, to pay the last respects to
been loaned her by different in
St.
Nov. 30. Newspa
At ten o clock, the members of Carle i - Valles,
Q Tl fl
Petersburg,
TrL
ft
net
Mexa
LIn
From a reliable source the New
tcioiiuu a. u,
all that was earthly of him, but they ton Post, Grand Army of the
dividuals and banks, is seriously ill at pers commenting on the Russo-Angl.' Republic. a,La Kg Ills lllLai
roan
Pnormitv
of
tho
the
ican
has
learned
0o,.
t.
following
story
will remember him as a man among of which the deceased was a
the Holland House. Two maids and a North Sea controversy, while declarof. He is the work of the posse and of the cirmember,
nurse
are in constant attendance ing that rightly or wrongly the sympa
men, as a loyal citizen, of the Territory, arrived and after short services, the re of the crime he is suspected
cumstances which led to the arrest of
and as a great leader therein for many, mams were escorted to the Cathedral. a snort, swartny compieuieu umu i
and a physician is always within call. thies of the United States are suppos
circumis
and
evidence
Valles.
The
of
weighs
purely
age
forty years
It is said that Mrs. Chadwick is on the ed to be with Japan,
many a day.
The funeral cortege was headed by the about 140
the greatabout
pounds. He was placed in a stantial so far, but may be considered verge of a nervous breakdown as a re- est confidence in theexpress
That the life of a man so high in offi- First Cavalry Band and the members
of
ar-- ,
impartiality
but
When
the
as
rather
posse
other
with
strong.
several
prisoners,
cell
cial and political station and so well of Carleton Post,
sult of the publicity which followed the whosoever President Roosevelt may
con
in
de
Company
F, preceded was afterwards placed in solitary
rived at the store of Juan
Salas,
and thoroughly known throughout the me
suits filed against her.
elect to sit in the international com
nearse. Following were a large finement.
Pinos Wells, Sunday afternoon, a caredraa
such
with
meet
should
mission.
Territory
number of carriages, containing all nf
was
case
of
the
made
was
to
the
premexamination
ful
Everything in regard
matic finale is certainly a serious and the Territorial officials,
members of kept mysteriously quiet and it is re- ises.
IN
severe lesson to be heeded by the peo- the family and
prominent citizens of ported that this is being done in order
Goldsmith, the guard at the penitenple. He was assassinated in a most the city and Territory.
with
in
that other arrests may be made
tiary, who had, the blood hounds
cowardly, brutal and stealthy mannner,
At the Cathedral, the
of the out giving other suspects an opportun- charge, gave them free range. Tracks
without fault of his own and without Roman Catholic churchservices
for the dead
of escaping. The authorities claim of a man who had walked around the
having given any man any just caus were conducted by Vicar General An ity
to
have
positive evidence that they premises were discovered. These were Two Girls Were Victims More Than
all
for assailing him. It is hoped by
thony Fourchegu. The edifice was have the right man, but say that others found about the house and indicated
Senator From Missouri Was Offered
jusThirty Injured and Removed to
of
that
the
citizens
Territory
good
filled with people who had known the are
and
evenone
assassination
some
had
there
the
in
been
the
that
the Choice of Two Appointimplicated
and
Hospital.
will
swift
be
tice and retribution
deceased in life and the ceremonies
ments.
they wish to make a clean sweep of ing before and had made a careful inNew Orleans, La., Nov. 30. Two
sure and that his murderer and his ac- were very
surimpressive. The casket was the gang.
and
of
the
D.
buildings
es
vestigation
Washington,
not
will
C, Nov. 30. Senator
be
an
if
there
from
and
resulted
deaths
any,
complices,
explosion
literally covered with many beautiful
The same tracks were fire at the Swiss
Immediately after the posse was roundings.
in this city Cockrell, of Missouri, who arrived in
cape the punishment they so justly de- floral tributes and an American
laundry
flag formed the two blood hounds picked up found a few paces from the window today and a number were injured. Washington last night from his home.
serve. His demise closes a very inter- was draped over it. The
fired-Thbearers
pall
Terof
in
the
the trail at PInos Wells and followed through which the fatal shot was
Thirty persons in all were treated at called on President Roosevelt today
esting chapter the annals
Solicitor
were,
General
and the
W.
scent
took
the
George
where
readily
a
dogs
of
of
mile,
about
a
for
distance
an
six of whom will die. All and had an extended conference. At
it
period
Important
during
ritory,
Prichard. Major R. J. Palen, Judge N. it was obliterated by the passing of a followed it to a point about half a the hospital,
biois
a
of
victims
The
the accident are girls. the conference the President Informed
existence.
following
its
B. Laughlin, of Santa Fe:
herd of sheep. The party returned to mile from the house where the man The dead are Georgia Bareher and the Senator that he could have the apgraphical sketch of the deceased:
Pedro
of Bernalillo, Councilman Pinos Wells and left again early in the making these tracks had a roan horse
pointment of either a member of the
Nelson.
Colonel J. Francisco Chave3 was born John S.Perea,
and Eugenio Romero, of Lorning. After an hour's search the which he evidently mounted and upon Mary
Clark,
Isthmian Canal Commission or of the
Bernalillo
County, Las
in Los Padillas,
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Vegas. Charles Wagner, acted as hounds picked up the scent at a dls- which he rode away.
Interstate Commerce Commission.
June 27th, 1833, and received his edu- funeral director.
Senator Cockrell did not indicate
One peculiarity about the tracks was tion was found
tance of half a mile from where they
cation in the best schools of the land.
the prisoner and
if either, he would accept, but
After the religious services the cor lost it and followed it several hours, very noticeable and is the one which when told of his upon
In 1841 he went to the St Louis unihe said nothing which,
arrest
said to his friend after the conference
to the National Ceme when it was again lost. After finally gave the clew. The sole of the left
tege
five
proceeded
remained
he
years;
where
except that he would go with the posse
versity,
that he would not announce his decisshoe was worn and there was a hole peacefully. There were several
In 1848 he was sent to New York City, tery, where the remains were laid to getting on the track again it brought
people ions perhaps for several weeks as
ocadobe
rest
after
of
the
the
a
of
made
services
In
to
This
it.
it
the
Grand
the
noticeable
a
vicinity
them
very
academy;
attended
private
he
in
where
the house with him, but these pro- was not
who was mark In the Impression the foot left
necessary he should do so imfrom there he went to Fishkill, New Army for a departed comrade, conduct- cupied by Domingo Valles,
know
to
fess
was
The
nothing.
prisoner
ed by Jacob Weltmer, as Post Com- suspected previously on account of his on the ground, and on the trail which silent
mediately.
York, attending an academy in that
upon the road and had nothing
education with mander and J. P. Victory as Chaplain. reported enmity to the dead man. His led to the point where the horse stood to
his
finished
He
say. He seemed careless and undisplace.
Among the many beautiful floral of ranch Is about four miles from that of waiting. The horse tracks were follow- turbed by the occurrence.
a two years course in the College of
There are CHAIRMAN INAUGURAL COMMIT-TEYork
New
Chaves.
in
Colonel
for
ed
and
lead
miles
di
several
in
were
the
a
wreach
ferings
of
and
Surgeons
and
pink
Physicians
other points of circumstancial eviHe was not at home Sunday evening rection of Progresso, the ranch of Col- dence which are being carefully looked
Washington, D. C, Nov. 30. ChairCity. In 1852 he returned to his home white roses from Governor Otero; a
wreath ot chrysanthemums (mm but the arrest probably would not onel Chaves. Three or four miles from into and which If found to be correct, man Cortelyou, of the National RepubIn this Territory.
lican Committee today announced the
A3 a soldier, Colonel Chaves served Senator W. H. Andrews:
a cross of have been made then as the posse wish that point is the house occupied by the will be damaging to the prisoner.
with distinction under Kit Carson. white carnations and ferns from So- ed to secure certain evidence of his prisoner. The same tracks that were
Valles had been living for some years appointment of General John M. WilIn licitor General Prichard; a wreath of whereabouts at the time of the murder. discovered around the Salas house and
troubles.
in Socorro County but had left there son, TJ. S. A., retired, as chairman of
1861 he was commissioned major of j pink and white chrysanthemums from All day Monday was spent in search which led to where the horse stood and built a house near
Progresso some the inaugural committee.
the First New Mexico Infantry by Pres- -, the Board of Education and ten coun-ide- for evidence and yesterday morning be- were found upon examination to corres- years ago. He abandoned a wife and
Abraham Lincoln and was after-- ty superintendents of schools; a large tween 9 and 10 o'clock Game Warden pond to the shoes then and there worn four children in Socorro.
His asso- DEMING IN MOURNING.'
wards promoted to lieutenant colonel . wreath of white roses from Hon. Sol-o- f Page B. Otero, Sheriff Carlos Baca, of by the prisoner.
his Valencia County home are Special to the New Mexican.
at
elates
n
Luna and A. M. Bergere; and Valencia County, Deputy Sheriff Hu-bethe regiment for gallant and
The posse believes that the pair of not of an enviable
It is Demlng, N. M., Nov. 30. All flags
this county, Sheriff- - elect Manuel shoes worn by Valles were the ones beginning to look as ifreputation.
torious services. In 1862 he took part i handsome bouquets from the Womans'
a close web was were at half mast at Demlng today as
on
Relief Corps, Mr. and Mrs. Amado Sanchez, of Torrance County, and Dep that made the tracks and impressions
In the battle of Valverde and later
being drawn around him and as If the this town mourns for its friend, New
helped to establish Tort Wlngate, of Chaves, Mr: and Mrs. McCrlmmon and uty Sheriff Chase, of Lincoln County, at the scene of the murder and, lead old proverb, "murder will out," will Mexico's grand old man, the late ColMrs.
a
Bote
went to valles' home and placed away from It No gun of any descrlp-which post he held command for long
Horn, of Tbmaee.
onel X Francisco Chaves.
prove true in the case.
The unlocked for and untimely death
f Colonel J. Francisco Chaves removes from this busy world a man who was
among those who made history for
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EDITORIAL CHANGE ON EL IIMDE
PENDIENTE.
A change in the ownershin of El Independiente, a live and influential
weekly paper published in the Span
ish language in Las Vegas, has taken
place. Secundino Romero, clerk of
the Fourth Judicial District Court,
has acquired a large interest therein,
has been elected president of the company and editor of the paper. E. H.
Salazar, who started the paper and
who has been its editor and manager
from the commencement of its publication, remains as treasurer and manEl Independiente is to be
ager.
straight Republican in politics, and
will as heretofore work for the best
interests of the people of San Miguel
County. Mr. Romero is a fluent and
aggressive writer in the Spanish language, and under his editorial charge
the paper will doubtlessly increase in
Influence and power. Mr. Salazar is
a careful and prudent business manager, and so far has made a financial
success of the newspaper venture. The
two will make a strong team and the
politicians in San Miguel County who
desire to be successful must reckon
with El Independiente.

The above will cheerfully
be paid in lawful money
oi me unuea states, Dy trie
undersigned, proprietors of
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, if they can
not snow the original signa
ture of the individual volunteering: the testimonial below, and also of every testimo
nial amour the thousands which tbev are
constantly publishing attesting the superior
curative properties of their several medi
cines, and thus proving the genuineness
and reliability of all the multitude of testi
monials volunteered Dy gratetul people, in
thair behalf.

World's Dispensary Medical Asso
ciation, Proprietors, Buffalo, N. Y.
THE REASON. There is no medicine

equal to Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis
covery, for purifying the blood. It carries
off the poisons which contaminate the life
fluid.
It increases the activity of the
glands and gives the body
CO
increased
an
supply of pure,
blood.
builds
It
up the body with sound,
75
healthy flesh instead of flabby fat,- - pro15
motes the appetite, feeds the nerves, and
ao gives to weak, nervous people vitality
and vigor.
"About a vear asro I had a verv bad couzh
and feared it would run into consumption,''
The New Merican is the oldest
writes Hon. Geo. W. Lynch, of 37 Mason Street,
wspapr in New Mexico. It is sent "Our district
Worcester, Mass. "when a severe attack of
attorney, J. M. Hervey, coughing:
So every postofflce in the Territory,
would come on vomiting would set in.
Matter accumulated in nose and my tonsils
record
pnd has a larg and growing circula- is making a remarkable fine
were irritated. After reading of the wonderful
resulting from Dr. Pierce's Golden Med
tion among the intelligent and pro- for so young a man. He is the right cures
to use it, with some doubts
man in the right place." Roswell Reg- ical toDiscovery began
of
Southwest.
the
people
as
gressive
the good it would do me, I am frank to
ister.
say. But, after I had used one bottle I noticed
a change for the better. Ordered five more
The information received by this quite
bottles and before I had used them all the cure
There is not now a trace of
paper from the Fifth Judicial District was complete.
or cold in my system and my health is
UNION(bnLABft:
bears out the above statement of the cough
peneci."
Roswell
To gain knowledge of your own body in
Register. Mr. Hervey's
friends in this section, and there are sickness and health send for the People's
Common Sense Medical Adviser. A book
many of them, are greatly gratified
21 cents in stamps for
THE CLIFF DWELLERS PAJARITO that he is making a satisfactory and of 1008 pages. Send
or, 31 stamps for cloth- PARK RESERVE.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, 663
bound
Address
on
efficient public officer. If he keep3
copy.
For some time past leading citizens in the line of corduct he has adopted, Alain street, isunaio, jn. x.
blood-makin-

g

body-buildin- g

1

904.

CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK
The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
via the famous Ward Steamship Line
to New York.r The return will be by
rail over any line to El Paso. The en
tire trip covering thousands of miles.
Havana, Cuba, and its famous Moro
Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
largest cities of the United States, can
be made for $122.50. A more delightful
trip cannot be planned as stop-ove- r
privileges are allowed and the tickets
are good for one year from the date
of sale. The trip includes the City of
Mexico, the "Paris of America." Fur
ther information can be secured by ad
dressing A. Dulohery, Commercial
Agent, El Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, Assistant General Passenger
Agent, City of Mexico.

damberlain's Cough Remedy

pending in the House and it is hoped
that Mr. Lacey, chairman of the com
mittee which has it in charge, will re
port it favorably and procure its pas
sage. Delegate Rodey has been re
quested to aid in this proposition, but
it is not known whether he will or
not, as he claims that his time will
be taken up in working for the passa
of the Hamilton joint statehood bill,
although the provisions of that bill
are obnoxious to about
of his constituents. The New Mexican
hopes that Delegate-elec- t
Andrews,
who will be in Washington during the
winter and during the short session,
will look into this matter and aid it
as much as he possibly can, although
not yet the delegate from the Ter

and there is every reason to believe
that he will, he will certainly prove
one of the coming men in this Territory and soon to be state.

There is a deficit this year in Uncle
Sam's finances of $25,000,000 and a
deficit of $30,000,000 is looked forward
to by Secretary of the Treasury Shaw.
This is a bagatelle to the nation, but
nevertheless, deficits are hard things
to explain by the parry in power, and
by 1908, ways and means should be
found to make the income of the
United States its outgo.
In he
same
It
connection
is timely to
note that
for
looks
Germany
ward to an annual deficit of $73,264,-00which is to be covered by a bond
issue. Of course, to Germany and its
impoverished
people, a defiicit of
$73,000,000 is much more serious than
would be a shortage ten times as great
to the United States.

CONSTIPATION.

Health is absolutely impossible, if
constipation be present. Many serious
cases of liver and kidney complaint
have sprung from neglected constlpa
tion. Such a deplorable condition is
There is a cure for it.
unnecessary.
will
Herbine
speedily
remedy matters.
The Denver papers are making much
capital for Colorado climate by pub C. A. Lindsay, P. M., Bronson, Fla.,
lishing photographs of outdoor scenes writes, Feb. 12, 1902: "Having tried
in its park3 on sunny winter after- Herbine, I find it a fine medicine for
Sold by
50c bottle.
noons. It is a good plan, and such pic- constipation."
tures of New Mexico scenes in mid Ficher Drug Co.
winter would prove to the skeptic that
GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
New Mexico winter weather comes
The
near
to
Burlington Route has recently
ideal.
very
being
booklet bearing the
issued a
It is quite often that one comes title "Mines and Mining In the Black
across some right spicy editorial Items Hills."
The book is one which should be
in the Washington Post. Here is one
43-pa-

of them:
"Helen More, an actress, followed a
man across the continent and com
pelled him to marry her. She got her
revenge and he got Helen More."

read by every mining man in Colo
rado. It gives more information about
the mines of the Black Hills than has
ever before been placed between two
covers. A copy will be milled fre
on application to the undersigned.
The Black Hills need Colorado met
and money. Several of the shrewdest
men in this state have already Invest'
ed heavily in the Hills. The results
so far have been more than satisfac
tory. The completion of the Bui lington's new line'-t- o the Northwest brings
the Black Hills within a night's ride
of Denver. You can leave Denver to
night and be in Deadwood or Load
City tomorrow afternoon.
G. W. VALLERY,
Gen'l Agent, Burlington Route, Den
ver, Oolo.

still reports
Kuropatkin
that the Russians have checked the
recent advances of the Japanese and
repulsed their attacks, but he does not
Delegate Rodey, so the New Mex explain why the Russian soldiers are
is informed, will spend all of his getting ready to retire upon the lines
ican
ritory.
now occupy south of Muk
time
during the short session of Con- which they
Upon the importance of preserving
commences next week in den. As a claimer, Kuropatkin is all
which
gress,
the cliff dwellings in the southwest, the
right.
Denver Republican comes to the aid pushing the Hamilton joint statehood
which
and
House
has
the
bill,
passed
and support of the project in a recent is now
The condition of the public highways
pending in the Senate, through
editorial, saying that a bill now pend- the latter
and
roads in New Mexico and the great
body. The people would aping before Congress to provide for the
for the amendment and mod
necessity
direction
in
work
less
that
preciate
preservation of ruins of prehistoric and
of
the present road laws of
ernizing
more
on
work
the project of the
civilizations in this country should rethe Territory are always with the peo
Buttes
of
the
construction
Elephant
ceive the support of an intelligent peoYour Work.
Dam and reservoir system. In the lat-- ! ple and will "not down."
Do
ple. Its importance appeals especial- ter
you
perform
your daily tasks
Mr. Rodey can do much good.
The great necessities for the Solid with the old time vigor and energy,
ly to the citizens of this state, within In line,
be
will
direction
he
the
former
which some of the most valuable reSouth can be summed up in a very I or are you becoming dull, listless and
mains of the kind in question are working against the wishes and desires few lines. They are: Less Democratic
indifferent?
Perhaps you need a
of the people.
nerve tonic. Palmo Tablets infuse a
found."
bosses and more independent political
powerful stimulus to ambition and
The cliff dweller ruins in the southWool prices are advancing, according thought.
make you a perfect glutton for work,
western part of Colorado are of great to advices
wool
from Boston, the chief
mental
or physical. Use them and
will
Rooseveltian
The
be
cabinet
been
have
historic interest.
They
market of the United States. Stocks
note how much younger you will look
visited by hundreds of people, and all are depleted and ther ha3 been a ces- after March fourth next. That means
and feel. 50 cents. Book Free.
have expressed great interest in what sation of contracting for the 1905 clip that it will be strong, capable and pa
triotic.
saw.
Many relics have, however, because growers are now holding out
they
At Ireland's Pharmacy.
been removed, and are now to be found for much better
figures than they reCitizen
The
esteemed
in museums in different parts of the ceived this
Albuquerque
year. There are indica- is
Reducedf raten from all points all the
Otero ma
world. There is a disposition to con tions
opposed to the
whereas the average price chine
that,
because it has no part in it. An time to Cloudcroft. "Ask the ticket
tinue to remove objects' of this kind, paid for wool this year was about four
agent."
excellent reason this.
and if it is not stopped the buildings teen cents
per pound, it may be sixteen,
will be torn down and all their con
eighteen or even more cents next year.
GOOD NEWS FOR ALL.
tents removed.
This is good news for New Mexico State or Ohio. City of Toledo, f88'
The Bon Ton is the best short order
Lrcs
County.
The remedy lies in setting aside the wool growers and will help to spell Frank J. Cheney mkei oah tbat he is hous ? in Santa Fe.
The place where
land upon which they stand as a na- prosperity for the Territory in 1905.
senior partner of the Arm of F. J . ChPiiey
union men eat. Open day and night.
or
tne
in
business
Toledo'
(Jo.,
(louip
Ulty
care
tional park, placing it under the
County mid State aforesaid, and th"t said Short orders a specialty.
Regular
firm will pay th sum of ONE HUNDRED
of a custodian of some kind, and pro
Word comes from Washington that DOLLARS
meals 25 cents.
ea-- h and every case of Catrrh
rooms
Furnished
for
one
from
carrying away it will be an easy matter to defeat the that cannot be cured by the use of Hall's Lodging 25 cents. Don't miss our
hibiting any
big
FRANK J. IjHENEY.
Cure.
any article characteristic of the cliff
statehood bill in the Senate. The Catarrh
Sworn to before roe and subscribed in my Sunday and holiday dinners. Next
dweller remains. The establishment joint
vigorous opposition of a few senators presence, this 6th day of Deoemoer. A. D. l8Sd. door to First National Bank, San Franand maintenance of a park of this kind will do the work. There will be no
ML-Notaby Public. cisco Street.
would be approved by public sentiment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally.
it
the
Senate,
by
legislation
passed
blood
acts
and mucous
the
and
rn
directly
as
in other parts of the United States
is understood, except by practically surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
BEST LINAMENT ON EARTH.
well as in Colorado, and there should unanimous consent. The
free.
work to be
. 3. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, f
D. Baldwin, Supt. City Water
Henry
the
in
little
be
pas done in the three months' session is Sold by all Druggists. 7F.o.
difficulty
securing
Works, Shuilsburg, Wis., writes: "I
sage of an adequate bill, if the subject so great that it would ordinarily take Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation
have tried many kind3 of linaments,
were properly presented to Congress twelve months to do it, and therefore
Advertise in the New Mexican and but I have never received much benefit
during the approaching session.
no time will be wasted over statehood
until I used Ballard's Snow Linament
legislation if any determined opposi- you will increase your business.
for rheumatism and pains. I think It
They want a little legislation in tion to the measure manifests itself.
the best linament on earth." 25c, 50c,
A
GUARANTEED
CURE
FOR
PILES.
Eddy County; they should have it,
$1.00.
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protrud
and that promptly, especially as their
"The administration of the sheriff's
Piles.
Your
will
refund
ing
druggist
wish affects no one but themselves. office by K. S. Woodruff during the
The New Mexican can do printing
This is a change of the time for hold- next two years will do much to money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to
to that done in any of the large
6
14
cure
to
50c.
equal
in
you
days.
ing the spring term of the District strengthen the Republican
party
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
Court for the county. Concerning it through eastern New Mexico." Roswork we turn out. Try our work once
FROM SOUTH AFRICA.
the Carlsbad Argus says:
well Register.
and
you will certainly come again. We
"The first duty up to the New Mex
True!
officials who
Republican
ico legislature i8 to pass a bill per- make good records as energetic, effi New Way of Using Chamberlain's have all the facilities fcr turning out
every class of work, Including one of
Cough Remedy.
mitting Eddy County to have a term cient and honest public servants,
Mr. Arthur Chapman, writing from the best binderies in the west.
of court some time in February. Then strengthen the party and keep it in
Durban, Natal, South Africa, says: "As
the next thing it should do would be line for future success.
a proof that Chamberlain's Cough Remto find the blooming idiot who drew
edy is a cure suitable for old and young,
the present bill providing for the
Four ylars ago Arkansas gave Bry- I
you the following: 'A neighbor
spring term of court in Eddy County an a plurality of 36,315, eight years ofpen
mine had a child just over two
to be held on the fifth Monday in ago he received a
plurality of 73,310; months old. It had a very bad cough
March of each year, and confer a
this year, Parker received a plurality and the parents did not know what to
upon him."
of only 13,132. At that rate, four years give it I suggested that if they would
THE GUARANTEED
hence, the Republican candidate for get a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
of
Morton
the Navy Paul
Secretary
the Presidency will receive a plurality Remedy and put some upon the dummy
vill in all likelihood be made Secre- of something like 20,000. There 13 teat
the baby was sucking it would no
tary of the Treasury after March hope for Arkansas.
doubt cure the child. This they did
fourth next. The change will be very
and brought about a quick relief and
popular, especially In the great West,
Colonel Bryan must add more of the cured the baby.'' This remedy Is for
where Mr. Morton U well known, great- enemy's country to his list. Mexico sale
by all druggists.
ly liked and highly respected not only and China are contemplating the adopTHE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE TONIC.
as
also
sb a man and as a citizen, but
tion of the gold standard.
Mexican print- - the new3.
New
The
(WARt OF IMITATIONS.
a financier of great ability and sucTHC QtNUINI PRtMNID ONLV Bt
wherall
is
Morton
w
Ballard-Snocess. Paul
right,
Liniment Co.
ever placed. The people of New MexT. LOUIS. MO.
RetnWier th Foil Name
For 8ale By
ico, especially, have a soft 6pot for CVeyi
on every
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
him nd are gjad that he is getting on
Santa Fe, N. M.
CDretaCoUiaODeIay.Crbi3
top.
General
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Pleasant to Take.
The finest quality of granulated loaf
sugar is used in the manufacture of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and the
roots used In its preparation give it a
flavor similar to maple syrup, making
it quite pleasant to take. Mr. W. L.
Roderick, of Poolesville, Md. in speak
ing of thi sremedy, says: "I have used
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with my
children for several years and can
truthfully say it is the best preparation
of the kind I know of. The children
like to take it and it has no injurious
after effect. For sale by all druggists.

taper-covere-

of the Territory have been endeavor
ing to have a bill creating the Paja
ritd Park Reserve in Rio Arriba Coun
ty passed in the present Congress, the
object being to preserve the extensive
and valuable cliff dwellers' ruins and
antiquities on the tract. The bill is

OXFORD CLUB

CLABRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam-heate- d
The moat conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
connected. Pine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office to the Bosldiag
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

IteMvaud And
Thnughoat

Retm-alato-

nd

Cuisine
Service

d
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Unescol!'

The Palace Hotel
WIH.IAM VAUGHN, PROP.

Largo Sample Booms lor Commercial

JQon.

New Mexico

Seat Fe
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JACOB WELTMER
BOOIS,

STATlOfY,

rAGAZIJ4ES,

PERIODICALS.

Headquarters for

.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
Santa Fe. N. M.

ao8 San Francisco St.

B.J. PALKH,

PrcaidaM.

J. H. VAUOHN, CuUm.

HENRY L. WALDO. TVn

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
8AHTA FE, HEW

MEXICO

United States Designated Depositary.

The reasons

are obvious
why yott should patronize.

OUR PLACE
Only High Grade Liquors and Cigars
!

Kept in Stock

COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL

Telephone No.

W. R. PRICE, Prop.

i7.

A. P. HOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
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CAPITAL COAL

Siati DISEASE.

Several years ago I was afflicted with
what the doctors called Sciatic Rheumatism, or Lumbago, suffering the most intense agony at tunes, and being confined
to my bed about a year, although four of
the best physicians (one of whom was my
aiwuucu me auring my illness.
They could give me only temporary relief,
and I think they
tried about all the remedies known to medical
dosing
me with strong medicine until my stomach science,
got into such a
condition that I could digest nothing, and neither
myself nor
ope of .mv "covery. I was persuaded
jn?before
c e an.d,
I? TVt
finishing the first bottle
found
that I had the right remedy. I continued to take itI until
cured me perfectly. This was about nine years ago, and itI
have been in splendid health ever since.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
T. D. Manson.

I was terribly afflicted with

Rheuma-

tism for eighteen months, and during my
sickness tried the skill of many good
physicians, all of whom pronounced my
case hopeless. I was for a year in such a
helpless condition that I was unable to
dress or feed myself. I had filled at different times 52 prescriptions suggested
by friends, none of them giving me any relief. I finally decided to include S. S. S., and took the first dose while hobbling about on crutches. After taking two bottles I found so
much relief I was able to relinquish the use of one crutch, and
a faithful continuance of the medicine relieved me of the
other crutch, and shortly afterwards enabled me to go to my
work. I have had no return of Rheumatism, although this
was five years ago.
J. O'Maiaey,
2135 N. Senate Ave.
IndiananoHa. Ind.

imentS' 2rawl"? Posters and penetrating oils never cured a case of Rheumatism; because it is not
' but a, dlsease of the bloot caused by a sour, acid condition of that vital fluid. The kidneys
f
.J5h ? ?1SeaSf
er torPid and tfle poisonous accumulations that should pass off
weak'
g!
through the usual
channels of nature are absorbed by the blood and distributed into the muscles, joints and nerves through the
i,
inflammation
and swelling of these parts, excitement of the nerves and other painful and disaproducinggreeable symptoms of the disease. Rheumatism sufferers look with dread upon the winter season with its damp,
tangm,? we.at.h?r' for,tne first sli&nt exposure is liable to bring on an attack, and the
cutting pains and
levensh, swollen joints and muscles make life miserable with almost unbearable torture. sharp,
Local applications will
otten give relief for a little while, but can do no permanent good, because the
trouble is not within their reach; and even while the
symptoms are being relieved by such treatment the blood is becoming more lipavilw
ti,
tamcA
uric acid poison, and the next attack will be more severe. S. S. S. cures this disease by arousing to proper action all the sluggish organs and
going into the
blood, driving out all the acid and poisonous matter, renewing and strengthen- ash or other nannful minerals, but is purely vegetable and is recognized everywhere as the surest and safest blood
purifier. Our special book on Rheumatism will be mailed free to all who write, and our physicians will give medical
advice to all sufferers, without charge
SWFJ.
X- -
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KILLtm COUGH

and

SpECno

PSl

New

r. Kings

Ki68fery
Price

OdSUiWPTION
OUGHS and
OLOS

60c &$ 1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THE0A1 and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

For Your

LIFE, ACCIDENT
HEALTH Insurance

1

Your

Economy

Brand
Evaporated
Cream

I

SURETY of COURT
BONDS,

Is of uniform quality at all
seasons, always pure, heavy
in consistence, of delicious
flavor and appetizing ap

As well as Your

FIRE INSURANCE
Go to . . .
THE HANNA

j

pearance.
Ask for the brand with
the H elvetia' ' cap label.
Made by the largest pro- ducers of Evaporated
Cream in the world.

INSURANCE

AGENCY
'Phone No. 66.
Cor. Washington and Palace Avenues
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"Soon
Wiise of Cardui I could see

vas beginning
my strength."
is

tho

that

to get bach

I

That

CORD WOOD

gold-bearin- g

comment

Sirs. Seymour

makes.

If you are sick you can take Wine of
Cardui and secure health and strength. If
other medicines and other treatment have
Few
failed, that will make no difference.
women have taken Wine of Cardui at first.
Mrs. M.Sevmoui:
43 Straight 3t.
By far the greater number of Wine of
Crana RepidaMich,
Cardui cures are women who could not
secure relief elsewhere All druggists soli 1 .00 bottles of Wine of Cardui.

WIMEoFCAliUI
No. 48 Straight St., Gb.vxd

Rapids, Mien.

pleased to endorse Wine of Cardui as I found it so beneficial to
restore my strength after my baby was born. I' could not seem to got well
enough to be up and able to do my work, and as I had been in bed for six
weeks this was rather serious, but soon after I began to use Wine of Cardui I
could see that I was beginning to get back my strength.
In another week
I was able to sit up most of the day and in a month I was able to be up and
do most of my work. I think it is
I
P
ri
splendid medicine for a woman
can certainly give it highest praise.
THEASUHER. WOKA,9
TRIAI.

I am

J

'

,,,

CAUS
eminent physician says: "That rheumatism is the direct result of Improper eating and
de absolutely cured by leaving out of your dietary, animal foods of all kinds and living on
ereals, fruits, nuts and vegetables. A diet consisting of milk and cereal foods will cure the
OSt acute form of Rheumatism, while those who live mainly on animal foods, cannot escape it
1

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

Ml

A party of Massachusetts capitalists
were in Estey, New Mexico, this week
Inspecting the property of the Dividend
Mine and Milling Company. In the party were J. M. Bryson, manager of the
company, of Boston; J. B. Austin, of
Boston, president of the company; J.
R. Simpson, president of the Merchant's National Bank, of Boston; A.
G. Speer, a lumberman, of Athol, Massachusetts, and C. W. Coburn, a Boston real estate man. All have invested heavily in the properties of the
company and are confident that it
will prove a paying investment. A
hundred ton smelter has recently been
completed and an electrical plant of
installed, but the latter can not be opened until water is secured. A well is now being sunk and
a good flow has been reached at 475
feet. It is said that hundreds of tons
of ore are ready for smelting that will
run from 15 to 18 per cent copper.
Capital is going into the camp rapidly
and Boston, Oklahoma and Kansas
City people are interested. The Boston Lead Company and the New Haven Copper Company also have large
holdings at Estey and all are said to be
rich properties. The camp is. close to
the El Paso & Northeastern Railway
and this will afford a means of getting
the ore to market.
The big reduction plant of the Co-

manche Mining and Smelting Company at Silver City is nearing completion. The finishing touches are now
being put on the ore bins and some of
the bins are already filled with ore
from the surrounding camps. Work Is
being pushed on the blast furnace
building and when finished the capacity will be 300 tons daily. In addition
to the working of the Burro Mountain
properties, from which a large product
will be had, the company recently purchased the Hearst mines at Pinos Altos, which have been developed extensively. In order to handle the output
of this property the company is also
going to build a narrow guage road
from Silver City to Pinos Altos, a distance of nine miles. The company will
have expended in the neighborhood of
three quarters of a million dollars
rne present improvements nave
Swnen completed.
The Comanche Min
ing and Smelting Company was organized by capitalists and mining men of
Its headMichigan and Wisconsin.
quarters are at Milwaukee. The officers and directors are: S. S. Curry,
Michigan, president and treasurer; Thomas G. Atkinson, Atkinson,
Michigan, vice president; Charles J.
Laughren, formerly of Milwaukee, but
now of Silver City, secretary; Carl
Landsee, Milwaukee, and Charles H.
Humphrey, Ironwood, Michigan. President Curry will shortly go to Grant
County and assume personal management of the Hearst properties, making his residence at Pinos Altos.
In a recent issue of the Mining Reporter, published at Tre3 Piedras, In-

teresting information regarding the
gold fields of the Bromide and Headstone districts Is given. A full account
of the present operations and a description of the properties in that section Is
given which is in part as follows:
At the placer lalm situated in Eureka Gulch, some few weeks ago was discovered a rich pocket of gold nuggets
ranging in price or value from $5 to
$27. At the Red Jacket, located in the
Head Stone district, was recently
found a rich strike of free gold. The
true fissure veins of
rock is so plainly marked a3 to bear
mineral-bearin-

g

and
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$10

throughout.

The Continental mine is unique, in
asmuch as it is claimed to be the only
silver-leaproperty in the district. The
ore is mostly galena, averaging 20 to 40
per cent lead, with silver up to 50 ounc
es to the ton.
The St. Michael s group also con
tains a showing of paying veins.
The Red Jacket shaft is being un- watered. It is known to contain rich
gold quartz as well as a large body of
good mineral. The work will be pushed
right ahead.
Work on the Lower Flat Placer Is
going on steadily and the Indications
are that something of paying quality
will be taken from this property.
The Tampa shaft is now down over
450 feet and Is showing good stuff. The
company has large buildings, good ma
chinery, a new 800 foot cable and the
shaft will be put down its length; a
new compress, etc. The vein of ore is
of great width and runs high in plati
num and copper It seems to be one
of the most promising.
The Santa Fe Group, the Dixie
Queen, both have good paying veins.
While their development is close to
the surface, good quality of ore is
shown.
Taken all in all, the properties in the
Bromide district are . very promising
and the indications are that that section of the Territory will some day become a great mining district.

Line from Santa Fe to Denver. Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida.
Leadville Glcnwood Springs, Grand
unction, Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluride, Colorado, and

all points west.

d

CURE ths LUCSB

WiiTtl t

COMPANY. ATLANTA. GA.

MINES AND

I

eral deposits of this claim has been
known for some time and is sure to
bring a big dividend to the company.
Can be obtained at the
In the Bromide and Headstone district more than 50 shafts and tunnels
are being put in. Among those is the
CERRILLOS and MONERO
King William Placer, Dixie Queen, Red
Jacket, Tusas Peak, Croesus, Sydney,
BITUMINOUS
ANTHRACITE
Buck Horn, Mineral Point, Snow Flake,
Helen, Silver State, Camp Bird, BulWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Forty-nine- ,
cher, Big Four, Forty-four- ,
Central, Hawkeye, Arroya, Oversight,
We want to call your attention to the superior quality of our
Pay Roll, Sunny Side, Tampa, War Ea
LUMP COAL, which is screened, free from dirt and bone.
gle, Butterfly, Continental, Cold Spring,
FIRE WOOD
Strawberry, Hidden Treasurer, Lower
Flat Placer, Santa Fe Group, 16 to 1,
KINDLING
Cut any size desired
Columbia, Jaw Bone and others.
In Eureka Gulch are located the
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention.
Croesus, Sydney, Buck Horn and sevGarBeld Avenue, Near A, T. ft S. F. Depot
OFFICE:
PHONE NO, 85
eral other good lede claims, all of
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
.0
which carry very high grade ore, but
the whole belt shows ground that will
V
average between $4 and $5 per ton.
scist belt
There is a large
HID
running about 1,200 feet in width on
which the above are located. Most of
these claims are now being worked
The War Eagle, owned by the Mex
ican King Gold & Copper Mining Com
pany, has a vein of ore that averages
24 inches and over and is a true con
tact between gabbo-dioritand a syen
ite. It averages from $8 to $20 to the
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST
ton. In addition, copper sulphides oc
cur.
The Butterfly claim shows a large
body of ore which ends on both the
War Eagle and Butterfly, containing a
vein of ore which averages $4

NATURE TELLS YOU.
As Manv a

Santa Fe Reader Knows
Too Well.i,

When the kidneys are sick,
Nature tells you all about it.
The urine is nature'.s calendar.
Infrequent or too frequent action;
Any urinary trouble tells of kidney
ills.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure all kidney
ills.
Santa Fe people testify to this.
Read this: "Lucario Lopez of Alto St.,
says: "When a man has had attacks of
backache for ten years, some of them
not walk,
so virulent that he could
that he could not sleep at night and
could not even lie comfortably down on
account of his back for at least five
years of that period, he knows something about what chronic backache
really Is. As might be expected when
my kidneys were not performing their
with the
functions properly trouble
kidney secretions existed particularly
observable at night. I consistently and
persistently tried remedies guaranteed
to cure kidney complaint, before I went
to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney Pills, but I met with very indifferent success. Doan's Kidney Pills acted directly on my kidneys and In a
very short space of time the backache
and trouble with the kidney secretions
ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Foster Mtlburn Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole
agents for the United States. Remember the name, Doan's, and take no sub-

stitute.
The Denver & Rio Grande has announced cheap rates to St. Louis and
return via Denver, Colorado Springs
or Pueblo, with stopovers at Kansas
City. For particulars see D. & R. G.

agent.

POLE
for thlrty-tl- z year.
"I hare suffered with I beff&n
One veai- - nvn last Anril pilei
taktnir Catcareti
for constipation. In the course of a week I noticed
the piles began to disappear and at the end of six
.weeks they did not trouble me at all. Cancareta
have done wonders for me. I am entirely cured and

sufficient proof.
ComAt the Dillon Development
pany's property everything is moving
Best For
right along and improvements are beThe Dowels
L
x
ing added. This mine is located fifteen
ch in potassium and sodium, which are the essentials of the diet of persons with Rheum- -.
miles west from Tres Piedras. ' The
being used, the food becomes a regulator of the
dispositions. The whole wheat-berr- y
'
'
company now employes a day and night
pis. while tho celery acts as a nerve tonic.
CANO CATHARTIC
shift of men who are working and tak v
T
Est
to
and
of
stable nutritious Easy Digestion
ing every- advantage that can be had
to get at the contents of the property.
a
j7 J
tiJA
They have an electric drill which is
PtaUMit, PlUbl, Potent, Tut Good. Do Good,
kept in constant operation, an electric ttvm
or Grips. Uo. Me, We.Mmf
Wkn
triee, the creator of Dr. Prioe's Cream Baltics Powd3r and Delicious Flavoring Extracts,
bulk. Tho
Ublot
light ptanl, also a complete air fur- - old to8lcksn,
000,
(BBin
baek.
aunor ftampod
vara
or
to
6nvMted
your
esk book containing 76 aita.'Jer,: recslpfe Icr usinj the Food mailed (re ta any address,
nishlng outfit. Every piece of machinChicafo or If.T. 303
Co.,
KoaMdy
Sterling
I.
ery used 1.3 the best, and everything is
lid by PRICE
CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, U. Substantial. The richness of the min
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BETWEEN

NEW
TRAIN
SERVICE
The Denver

&

-

SANTA FEand
ALAMOSA. Colo.,
Where connection is made with standard
guage trains for ail points east, and affords passengers the advantage of stopovers at Denver, Colorado Springs o
Pueblo.

Rio Grande H. R. Co.,

Carry on their standard gauge trains,
STANDARD PULLMAN and TOURIST SLEEPERS
DINING CARS and CHAIR CARS
And is the popular route to all points in Colorado.

For illustrated advertising matter and further particulars aoolv to
or address
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
B. W. ROBBINS, Traveling Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
m.

o, UtlLHIU,
BEN BOTHK
jt When Ton Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget o J

THE

i

ZEIGER

:

CAFE

QUICKEL ta. BOTHE, Proprietors.
Cfab Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
Corner Railroad Avenue and 8econd Street
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO

The only modern hotel in the city.

Sanitary plumbing'. Electric bells.
Free sample room adjoining' bank.
atPopular prices and first-clatendance. Only two blocks from the
depot and fronting a beautiful park!
ss

GEORGE R. BROWNING, Proprietor,
Las Crcces, N. M.

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6
257 San Francisco Street.
4t

f

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Bankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Line
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

PECIALTY
,
Te bars me best ef crerythhyt m the

Una.

1

v

ftady

-

ALL

St Louts Beet.
Lemp's
nmS
OP MINERAL WATERS

Tkt Tra

SeapUea'

JtjMJt

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY POXES

Frea Oat batik to

Gttadaferpe Street, Santa Fe. N. M.

Certae.

Phone No. 38.
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t
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ployed by that insurance company. His
1903.1
resignation will take effect tomorrow
ESTABLISHED
18S6.
Alberto Valdez, of Mora, was a visitor
in the Capital City today.
Thomas Hughes, Jr., son of Editor
Thomas Hughes, of the Albuquerque
i
Citizen, has arrived home from a two
weeks' visit to the St. Louis Expos!
tion.
of
Ernest Myers, Albuquerque business
in
man, has arrived home from a business
visit to New York and other eastern
a
He has been absent two
points.
caremonths.
GOODS HOUSE of the CITY,
FOB HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING
W. T. McCreight, business manager
will
of the Albuquerque Citizen, who ha3
in Dress Goods go to
If you want the
been in the city on business for sever
al days, returned last night to the
Duke City.
a Dollar-and-a-Ha- lf
J. G. Halaplou3, engineer of the Cap
If you want a new and stylish Jacket, go to
ital Light and Power Company, was an
He
east
from
arrival
the
yesterday.
came on business connected with the
proposed operations of that company,
If you want a Skirt
looks well and fits well go to
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. J. W,
an
from
Raynolds returned last night
eastern visit. They attended the St,
Louis Exposition and also visited Mr3,
if you want Shoes
wear, go to
Raynolds' parents, at Omaha.
Our Top
Juan Navarro, of Mora, secretary of
the penitentiary commission, after ate,
is
tendine to his duties as such at the
If you want a suit
go to
went
north
meeting yesterday,
home this morning.
so route to his
We
Judge W. H. Newcomb, of Silver
If you Want Hosiery
will wear, go to
meeting of
City, after attending to
the nenitentiary commissioners here
vpsterriav. was a passenger for his
covert
cloths
of
new
shades
home on last night's train
in
and
southern
They're made in fancy Scotch fabrics, blacks,
If you need Carpets, Rugs, Linoleums, Trunks Etc., goto
Sheriff Fred J. Otero, of Sandoval
Artistic shoulders, full of style swing that stamps a cleverly tailored garment
in
the city yesterday
County, arrived
to
.
Silk Lined Coats
from the south and today participated
with the many who attended the funer
to
Serge Lined Coat
al services of the late Colonel J.
WHOLESALE AJJD RETAIL.
Franco Chaves.
'Phone: 36.
W. E. Martin, of
P. 0. Box: 219.
Councilman-Elec- t
trom the
arrived
Socorro,
yesterday
fit
There is that much saving, at least, in buying your Hats here. Besides that,
south and attended to official business
we are not confined to any one style, We have all the fashionable shapes, We
He was present at the Chaves funeral
HEADQUARTERS FOR
don't make Hats, but we sell the best that we can get.
this morning. He will leave tonight
We have Hats at $ i 25 $2.50 $350 and $500 that would pleass any man.
for the Gem City: '
all the new Fall and Winter blocJcs are here and
M. R. Otero, register of the U. S
Land Office, and wile, have returned
EVERY HAT IS RIGHT
from St. Louis, where they visited the
of
Ohio, San
We don't sell Hats that'll disappoint you. If you buy your Hats here, you
Fair and where Mr. Otero had been Colonel Bonner,Plans Toledo,
of
That
Capital
Light
Also Materials and Designs
guine
summoned to appear in a case before
will save Hat troubles and save hat money.
and Power Company Will Be
the U. S. District court of the eastern
for Fancy Work Always
Carried Out.
district of Missouri.
on Hand.
San Francisco
Major C. B. Vogcles, in charge of this
Colonel Joseph C. Bonner will leave
Street.
recruiting district, went to Albuquer tonight for Toledo, after a week's visit
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Dry Goods, Clothing and Notions. Santa Fe :: N. M. que last evening to swear one man into in the Territory on business connected Just Received New Assortment of
Orders with
the United States service.
the projects contemplated by the
Stamped Linen Novelties Suithave been received from Washington Capital
able for the Coming
&
Power
Company,
Light
M J J J i? J
to discontinue recruiting in New Mex- among them
jfr j$
power
being
furnishing
ico and the offices at Santa Fe, Albu and
San Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
J
light to the cities of Santa Fe, Las
querque and Raton will be closed with- Vegas and Albuquerque.
PERSONAL MENTION
H L I DA
E
ON
in 30 days.
'The
were
work
and
drop
plans
S-Kaune
W. S. Hopewell, general manager of ped last spring," said Mr. Bonner,
Will Ments, an Insurance agent of Al- the New Mexico Fuel & Iron Company when the Pecc3 got so low we were
HISS A. BUGLER
and Mrs. Hopewell, arrived from the ather scared out. Then we began to
is in the city on business.
buquerque,
G-ROCBtheir trip they investigate and found that we could
Mrs. E. W. Spencer, of Albuquerque, east yesterday. During
St. Louis, Pittsburg, and Chi- substitute steam for water power at
visited
has gone to Los Angeles, California, for
Lamy Corner, Southeast of Plaza.
cago. They will leave this evening for an extremely low cost as coal of the
a month's visit.
'
Mr.
Hope- best quality was found on our land
Hillsboro, Sierra County,
We are now receiving
T. V. Mulligan,
traveling freight well expepting to return to Santa Fe We had Mine Inspector Jo. E. Sheridan
agent of the Santa Fe Central, has in a few days.
MARKET REPORT.
visit the field and test the coal found
G
gone to Denver on a business visit.
BALTIMORE
Hon. Pedro Perea, of Bernalillo, for- there. In his report he states that the
Judge A. A. Freeman, of Carlsbad, merly delegate to congress, leading cit coal was of the finest coking variety
MONE .' AND METAL.
who has been east, has returned to the izen of Sandoval County, spent today and that there was sufficient to last us
New
York, Nov. 30. Monevon call,
obpretty county seat of Eddy County.
for possibly a hundred years. It is,
in the city. He attended the Chaves
4 per cent.
AND
Prime merRichard Dunn, the Las Vegas lumber sequies as pallbearer. He and the late however, our intention to use steam strong 3
4
4
cantile
per cent. Silver
merchant has returned to the Meadow Colonel Chaves were not only relatives only when the water gives out and it 59 M. paper
City from a business trip to Chicago. but also warm personal friends and Mr is very likely that such an occasion will
New fTork, November 30. -- Copper
W. O. Mcintosh, special agent of the Perea feels the death of Colonel Chav never occur, but it make3 the project and lead firm and unchanged.
sure.
GRAIN.
Rock Island, left last evening for his es very deeply.
Every Wednesday and Friday
"The coal deposits are at just the
home at Chickasha, Indian Territory.
J. S. Candelario, the curio dealer, re
Chicago, November 30. Close. Wheat.
F. M. Martinez, of Taos turned last night from a two weeks point at which we intend to locate the Dec. 107; May 109.
Corn, Dec. 48; May, 45.
County, is in the Capital City and at visit in St. Louis. He went there on plant, a five foot vein, extending along
Oats, Dec. 29; May 31
Now have a full line of
tended the Chaves funeral this morn- business and had' a very successful the bluff, and the fuel could be put diPORK, LARD AND RIBS.
into
force
the
furnaces
the
on
was
Fair
Mr.
Candelario
the
by
rectly
trip.
ing.
Pork, Dec. 811.30; Mav $13.10.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Brodeur, of Winoos-ki- , grounds on Thursday last during the of gravity, at a trifle more cost than
Ex- water.
7.20.
Lard, Dec. 80.92; May 87. Yl
Vermont, have gone to Albuquerque visit of President Roosevelt at the
Elbs, Jan. 88.57); May, $6.75(36.77.
"We expect to furnish the power for
where they will probably make their position and says that the crowd on the
WOOL MARKET.
grounds that day was beyoncj descrip' Santa Fe, Las Vegas and Albuquerque
home.
and intermediate towns and also for
St. Louis, Mo., November 30 Wool.
tion
Antonio Joseph, Jr., arrived in the
The following delegation from Las mining purposes, as it is recognized by nominal, unchanged.
city yesterday from Ojo Caliente, and
and western medium, 20 &
arrived in the city last night and experts as a fact that electricity is by 21 Territory
Vegas
fine medium, 17
today attended the funeral of the late
IS; fine, 16
far the best and cheapest power for
the
of
its
the
funeral
members.
attended
17.
Colonel Chaves.
All
of
kind.
of
the
mining
capiany
J.
late Colonel
Franco Chaves today:
Boston, Mass., Nov. 30. Firm tone
H. S. Van Slyck, traveling freight
HzZZ3m
Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San ML tal necessary for the construction of prevails in wool markets with local supof
the
with
Santa
agent
Fe,
headquarCounty; John. S. Clark, member the plant has been subscribed and we ply notably reduced.
m
FRESH CELERY EVERY MORNING
ters in El Paso, I3 in the city on rail guel
8T0CK MARKETS.
elect of the legislative council; Cleofea have assurances of $56,000 in annual
road business.
New York, Nov. 30. Closing stocks,
Romero, sheriff of San Miguel County revenues outside.
Mrs. Harry W. Kelly, who has been Secundino Romero, clerk of the district
"W. H. Greer, of Albuquerque, who Atchlsou
pfd., 103; New York
87;
141;
traveling in the east and also visited court; Professor E. J. Vert, president is one of the principal movers in the Central,
140;
Pennsylvania,
the World's Fair, has returned to her of the faculty of the Normal Univer project, will go to New York with me Southern Pacific, 67Hi Onion Pacific,
home in La3 Vegas.
this week and we intend to consult ex 115; pfd., 05; U. S. Steel, 31k; pfd.,
sity.
pert engineers there concerning the
Mrs. L. A. Drake, of Los Angeles,
LIVE STOCK.
machinery, and we expect that the
who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. W.
Kansas
Mo. Novetuoer 30. Cattle
City,
will
cost in the neighborhood of
H. Greer, at Albuquerque, has return
plant
$500,000. Mayor A. R. Gibson, of this steady.
ed to her California home.
Native steers, $3.50
6 25; South
city, has done excellent work in con ern steers, 83.50
J. E. Keach, of Washington, D. C,
84.25; Southern '
Coast,
nection with the project and he has cows, 81.50
is in the city and is registered at the
83.25; native cows and
85.00; Stackers and
Claire. He is connected with the field Schilling's Best is in every - been of great assistance in working heifers, 81.50
83.50; bulls, 82.00
out an or the details of the project, feeders, 82.00
work of the bureau of forestry.
83.90; calves, 82.50
one's mouth :
86.00; western
both great and small.
O. P. Erlckson, connected with one
steers, 83.00
84.75; western cows
"I very much regret the sad and sud 81.50
'
83.50.
Hardware of the Las Vegas wholesale houses, has
den taking off of Colonel J. Franco
Coffea
the
teda
fUroring extracts
Sheep market steady to 5c lower.
to
returned
Meadow
a
the
from
City
was
In
who
enthusiastic
Chaves,
very
STORE prolonged
85.00: Iambs, 84.50
Muttons, 83.75
sojourn in St. Louis.
,
They go far to make living regard to the project and was also a ( 86.00; Range wethers, 84 00 84.90;
84 35.
subscriber to a considerable extent. Ewes, 82.50
Edward Grunsfeld, of Albuquerque, comfortable.
Chicago, November 30. Catila market
Considering his age, I think Colonel
who has been the New Mexico manager
Chaves was one of the1 most progress steady.
At your grocer's; money back
of the Equitable Life Insurance ComGood to prime steers, 16 00
87 30;
men I ever met.
ive and
"
pany at the Duke City, has re
to medium, 3 60 at 85 80; stocker
poor
"I
to
to
in
return
Fe
Santa
expect
will
81
4
and
and
75
take
his
a
residence
signed
feeders,
20, cows fi 75 O
up
the course of a few months and will 4 00; heifers, 81.85 a 85.35; catiners,
in Philadelphia, where he will be em-- '
Telepi one No. 31 for fine printing.
82 35; bulls. 82 00 tg 84 30;
then be able to give further details of 1.40
the construction and more advanced calves, 83 00 & 80.50; western steers.
83.50
85.15.
plans of the company."
Sheep market strong.
(
Good to choice wethers, 84 . 35 & 84.90:
A HOME.
to
choice
fair
83.50
mixed,
84.30;
That's too bad ! We had noticed it was looking pretty thin and
The Bon Ton is a home for those western - sheep, 83.00
85.00: native
faded of late, but naturally did not like to speak of it. By
accustomed to the best A choice of Iambs, 84.25 at 86.10; western lamb?,
table d'hote or a la carte change 4.00 85.80.
the way, Ayer's Hair Vigor is a reeuiar hair irrower. a oer- U a. ntA.U
far' Vintf. r.(tnrar Cit1 IM&
0. ATerCo.
and forth, forth and back as ofback
J.
on
f
'
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ten a3 you please.
Advertising pays. Try It and see.

OUR ELGIN
SHIRTS $ 1 .25

SQJGMAN BHDSJ

Here's a collection $1.25 Shirts that every
man interested
smart, good looking shirts,
at moderate price, will want to see.
The patterns are of such choice and
fully selected designs that particular men
admire them.
The shirts are remarkable, because they can be compared favorably
with those costing
elsewhere.
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latest

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.

See Otw Line of Swell

Top Coatsat

that

SELIGMAN BROS CO:

!

that

SELIGJWAN BROS. CO.

Coats have the right of way this season with
swell dressers.
Every well dressed man must have a Fall Top Coat.
are showing the swellest lop Coats made, not
short as to look freakish, just short enough to look real

-

that

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
that

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.

swell.

ONE DOLLAR PER HAT

21

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

$22.50.
$30.00.

$16.50
$26.50
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FARINACEOUS GOODS

Another carload of.

SAN LUIS VALLEY POTATOES
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KEEP WARM THIS WINTER
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ESTATE OAK HEATING STOVE

We hear that your hair is very sick

PRICES REASONABLE.
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Fifty Years the Standard
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Tomorrow night at the Opera HcKise,
Richards and Pringle's Big Minstrols
will give a performance. Seats are now
on sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Dudrow & Montenie, undertaker and
embilmers, have vacated the storeroom
on the west side of the Plaza and today
H. C. Yontz, the jeweler, moved his
store there.
Manager Dettlebach, announces one
of his best attractions for tomorrow
night when the well known Richards
and Pringle's fun makers will appear at
the Opera House. No one should mi s
this attraction as it is one of the best
that will appear in Santa Fe this season.
On page eight of this issue will be
found a change in the advertisement of
Dudrow & Montenie, undertakers and
embalmcrs. This firm will have a day
o
office at Dudrow's Office Building,
No. 35, and at night at Mrs.
Gold's residouce, foot of Palace Avenue,
telephone No. 142.
Rumors of a shooting affray early
this afternoon caused considerable ex
citement on the streets. Augustln Du-ran, a young man, was shooting birds
beyond the old Denver & Rio Grande
depot and Apolonlo Lobato, who was
somewhere in the vicinity received a
shot through bis coat. Someone sent
in a hurry call for the police, who investigated and found the facts as above

Cade froKi pure

stated.
Richard C. Kerens of Missouri who
was for many years member of the Republican national committee from tl a'
state and who has friends in this city
has written Judge A. L. Morrison that
he is a candidate for the election of
United States senator from that state
and hopes to be successful. Mr. Kerers
is a good friend of the territory and
should he be successful New Mexico will
have no cause for complaint.
Fair weather tonight and Thursday
with the temperature stationary is the
prediction issued today by the II. S.
weather bureau. Yesterday the thermometer registered as follows: Maximum temperature at 3:15 p. m. 47 degrees; minimum temperature at 7:05 a.
m. 24 degrees; mean temperature for
tbo 24 hours 36 degrees; relative humidity 43 per cent. At 0 a. m. today the'
thermometer registered 27 degrees.
The regular term of the district court
for Sandoval County commenced at
today.
Sandoval, the county-seat- ,

mm

of GOVERNOR BRODIE
isrfar derived from grapes. MAY BE
PROMOTED

tele-phon-

1

i

PRICK BAKING POWDER CO.
CHICAGO.

B. S. Baker presided and District
Court Clerk Dame officiated. Attorney
Frank W. Clancy represented the Ter
ritory. The grand jury was impannel
eled today.
"In Cooking Oysters," is the keynote
to the, change of advertisement of the
Cartwright-Davi- s
Company, in which
valuable information is given. This
grocery firm handles the Sealshipt
oysters which are good raw, delicious
fried, stewed, in soups, in pies, smothered, scalloped, in fact good any way
you want them. Give them Sealshipt
oysters in some form and every member of the family will praise your cooking.
An official circular issued by the Santa Fe Central Railway says that J. W.
Records, master mechani - of the road,
has resigned and that to succeed him,
George H. Shone has been appointed
superintendent of motive power and
rolling stock, with headquarters at
the appointment to go into effect tomorrow. Mr. Shone come3 from
Alamosa, Colorado, where he was connected in a similar capacity with the
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
S. Edmiston, a brakeman of the Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters
in this city, received word yesterday
that his brother, Kelley Edmiston, who
was in the employ of the Union Pacific,
was run over and had a leg cut off
Monday, between Denver and Cheyenne Wells. Mr. Edmiston left this
morning on his regular run to Antonito

Judge

There is a reason, and the best kind of a
reason, why Ayer's Hair Vigor makes the hair
grow long and heavy.

It is

a

hair-foo- d.

and will leave that place tonight for
Denver to visit his brother. The latter had been railroading for the past
18 years and this is his first accident.
H. B, Baca, formely of Wagon Mound,
has removed to Santa Fe and has opened iiD a new grocery storo at 228 De- Vargas Street. Mr. Baca Is a through
business man and is welcomed as a new
citizen of the Capital CUy.
Attorney II. L. Ortiz yesterday re
ceived a telegram from District Attor
ney F. W. Clancy requesting him to send
Mary Ortiz, a sixteen year old girl to
Sandoval, to testify before the grand
jury now in session at that place in the
case of the Territory vs. Springer. The
defendant Is' the stepfather of the girl
and he is charged with seduction. Last
evening M. E. Ortiz, father of the girl
took her to Sandoval.

It feeds the hair and makes

it healthy and strong.

Holds Fire

USED MAILS
TO DEFRAUD

This stove is the ideal heater, hmam:-thfire is never oot, the rooms are heated evenly, and, best of all, it cses less coal l&m
other stoves. In fact, we warrantee it to save
in foel over any iavsms Snail,
stove same sfte. WILSON HEATER will born briskly in the morning, with sa jsfr-i- n
Does it with ordinary soft coal or hard coal.

one-thir- d

evening before, simply open draft.
DON'T PUT UP WITH YOUR OLD STOVE ANOTHER YEAR

It's false economy. WILSON HEATER saves its cost in foci every year ana spans
most satisfactory heat. It is cleanly and sold under positive guarantee.
If you enjoy the luxury of dressing in warm rooms without the necessity of 'iiidiig
new fires, try the
New goods

are being received

all Departments and 'are beim
offered at prices that will move them.

Give Ayer's Hair Vigor to your gray hair and
restore to it all the deep, rich color of early life.
Had by the J. C. Ayr Co., Lowell, Km,
Alio manufacturer, of
ATKR'8 CHERRY PECTORAL For concha. AYER'S PILLS For constipation.
AYER'S AGUE CURB For malaria and ago.
For the blood.
AYER'S 8AB8APAKIUA

JUST AS WE EXPECTED!
The report that a Norwegian whaler
had found north of Spitzbergen a bottle containing a letter from Prof. An- dree, dated in 1898, proves to be a '
hoax. Now, arn't you glad you didn't
get excited? But there Ij no hoaxj
auoiu nncung ueucious oysters ai me
Bon Ton. You can have them cooked
in any form you desire.

SELLING OUT AT CO
Wits. John Kotif y is closing 4M&
he entire stock of

U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair wea-

ther tonight and Thursday; stationary
temperature.
Yesterday the t lermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 47
degrees, at
dogrees, at

DRYGOODSAP

24

3:15
7:05

p. m.; minimum,
a. in. The mean
fur the 24 hours was 3G de-

SANTA FE ROUTE

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1904.
Santa Fe 10:10 a. m.
to connect with No. 2, east bound, with
connection from El Paso and southern
California. Returning, arrive at Santa
Fe 12:01 p. m.
No. 727 leaves Santa Fe at 7:25 p.
m., to connect with No. 7, makes connection for passengers going east on
No. 8 and also brings passengers and
mall from No. 1 west bound No. 7
makes all local stops between Lamy
and Albuquerque, returning arrives at
Santa Fe, at 9:25 p. m.
All Santa Fe trains run through solid from Chicago to California and carry free chair cars, tourist and Pullman
sleepers.
Through sleeping car reservation arranged for on application.
H. S. LUTZ,
'v '
trial.
Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
Mr. Otero was a witness for the govCity ticket office, Catron block, east
ernment as were B. F. Adams, of AlPlaza.
side
Bland.
B.
of
F.
and
Day,
buquerque,
The case has not yet been concluded;
Headquarters for wedding cards and
announcements
New Mexican PrintSanta
Fe, N. M.
ing Company,
No. 722 leaves

TO ARGUE AGAINST
JOINT STATEHOOD

GENTS FURNISHIW

OPERA
.

Catron. Slock

fr o. "2"02TTZ

Richards

Dec

manufacture

DEALRX IN

Ditches, Clocki, Jewelry and
Repairing of 1m watches

Hand Painted KSa
an Jtwtlty wtk ipitliHy.

$
247 Ssn Frandao

FILICES

GOODS

P.

O. BOX

340

the OIrD STAND ready to please you.

PRICES: 50 cts.: Reserved Seats,
on sale at
Mexican
and
Blankets, Pottery
Curios, ale
Advertise in the Ne.w Mexican and 75 cts. and si. Tickets
The best place to buy Indian and
( Ireland's Pharmacy.
Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 34 you will increase your business.

Ct

Call and see hlssser
line of Iron Beds a&

III

j

ifomff

'

HOT!

it H0LEUU dCZ2

DAVID S. LOWIYZKO

.1

Pringle's

w

of

Mexican Filigree Jewelry

HOUSE

A. M. DETTBIvBACH, Mgr.

Tin

Indian and FJexican Curios

new line of underwear and shoes
which has been on the road has just;
arrived and will be offered at cost.
Come early and get the best pick
as they will go fast. The Stock is
large and you cannot fail to find
what you need.
LADIES' WINTER HATS
A

C29 1K1 III IIDI1I

to the New Mexican.
J. 8. CANDEXARIO Special
Washington, D. C, Nov. 30. Govern
301 San Francisco St.
or Alexander M. Brodie, of Arizona,
was at the executive mansion this forenoon and the President had an hour's
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Annual Tour
Twenty-Eight- h
consultation with him. Part of the
time several members of the cabinet
were present.
&
Governor Brodie will appear before
tsssssssssssss
the senate committee on territories next
FAMOUS GEORGIA
Our stock Is the largest In the city and we are
weak and will make an argument
- adding goods every day.
against the passage of the Hamilton
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
statehood bill for New Mexico and
joint
After you have visited other stores and obtained
Arizona which has passed the house of
prices, call on us and get our
representatives and Is now pending in
the senate for action. .
So far there is no one here to repre
We are here to stay. We are not closing; out sent .New Mexico
50 NOTED FUNSTERS -- 50
joint statestock, but increasing- it every day. This is the hood and Delegate against
10 BIG NOVE1V ACTS--- 10
will
address
Bodey
oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe. the senate committee
0 Comedians
Big Street Parade
Big
in favor of the
We like the business and you will always find us at passage of the
pending bill.

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Before making your purchases, look us over

Guas ami Ammunition ilotf

temperature

Governor Brodie of Arizona Will Appear Be
fore Senate Committee Next Week.

in

Bargains in Wagons to close
out present stock

'

Healthy hair grows, keeps soft and smooth,
does not split at the ends, and never falls out.

HEATER!

WILSOIST

Bradford et al., Promoters of an Oil grees. Relative humldltv, 43 percent.
Temperature at 6:00 a. ui. roiiay, 27
Company Near Algodones, on
degrees.
Trial in St. Louis.
The case of the United States vs.
Henry A. Bradford et al., in the U. S.
district court for the eastern district of
Missouri at St. Louis, is one in which
M. R. Otero, register of the United
States Land Office, was called to that
city to give evidence for the government.
Bradford and others are the promoters of an oil company located at Algodones, New Mexico, and they are accused by the United States of using
fraudulent means to dispose of their
stock, claiming that the property was
located on patented lands and to prove
their assertions, uee3d a blue print of
the supposed lands in their prospectus.
On investigation by the postofflce inspectors of the records it was found
that their claims were fraudulent and
that they were using the United States
mails for fraudulent purposes.
They
were accordingly indicted. They were
brought before the federal court for

36 Hours

WI3L.S03ST HESTERS!

Rumored That He Will Be Pension
Commissioner or Ambassador
to Mexico.
A recent dispatch from Washington
has it that Governor Brodie, ol Arizona, ii to be appointed by President
Roosevelt to a higher position. Several months prior to the election it was
understood by a number of people in
Arizona that in the event of Roosevelt's
election the President would offer the
present executive of Arizona another
federal position.
It is not definitely known what posi
tion the President has in mind for the
veteran of the Spanish War, but re
ports have it that the office of ambassador to Mexico is to be the plum, while
others say that the governor is to suc
ceed Eugene F. Ware as commissioner
of Pensions. Still another rumor is that
he will be appointed paymaster in the
regular army with the rank of major.
It is known, however, that the Mex
ican ambassadorship will be given to
some good man soon, as Ambassador
Clayton has signified his intention of
resigning at the expiration of bis term.
Also in view of the fact that Commis
sioner of Pensions Eugene F. Ware has
resigned, a new man will have to be
named for this position in the near future.

2W

r

I

very low price
Also has verylaiatafltt.
of New and Second HassL''
Stoves, Stove
etc., etc.

Fpe,

We have fast received a car load ol
I

New Furniture

fa

Jour estabEaCnxKtfu.
And will be pleased
Goods sold on easy payments
j&

j

Everything tisnallv carried in si first- class audi Ujpto date
estaMistaaeat iaay foe nM at

IRELAND'S PHARMAO

3i

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, November 30, J 904.

MERRY MONTH
OF DECEMBER

mnrcoBroKATZD

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.

Its Record Is a Good One at Santa Fe,
Although Short Cold Snaps May
Be Expected.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

December is supposed to be one of

PROMPT ATTENTION GIYKN MAIL OROKB8.

FE,

N. M.

Those AwfulHead&cbes
Aro sure indications of some form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
doa'ttake calomel orq'iinine both are dangerous

HERBINE

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly vill forestall headaches, putcondiin perfect
tho dkrestivo organs
i
i. i
i
' i
lion, uuu,u uu uuiuuuiess, uuauueiies,
liver ills, keep you in. good health,

"

.

fnV

ft J

TCTi?
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TO-DAt-

For Sale by FISCHER

DRUG CO.,

Santa

i
frj

f.

Ail Drugg2st3t

5Co cv Diittio,

!

i
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Ask the Ticket Agent
To route your ticket via the Burlington
NEW sHORT LINE between Kansas City

and St, Louis.

E4STB0UND SCHEDULE.
no.

NO. IS

lansas City
!.
ikK Mitjiico
Ac

am

10.20 am

1224pm

255 pm
6.21 pm

8 oo

Si Louis

24
DAILY.

DULY.

D&ILY.

4.50 pm

no.

no.

22

28

DAILY.

g.iopm
217am

11.00

6.59 am

7.44

pm

340am
am

WESTBOUND SCHEDULE.
NO. 17

DAILY.

Lr

J

906 am
I 02pm
600 pm

SS Louis
S&iico
Ss: Kansas City
1Lt

NO. 31

NO. 23

NO. 21
DAILY.

DAILY.

2 01 pm
5.23pm
945 pm

DAILY.

J

1102pm
2.55am
7.45 am

g.iopm
1,32am
6.50 am

Glad to have you write me.

iiilfipii

fa

Ticket Office, 1039 I7th St.
J F. VALLERY, Oeneial Aent.
DENVER

CHARLES W. DUDROW.

- SASH - DOORS
All Kinds of
Material.

LUMBER

Building

10

3S3KD

STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that is Movable.

Fists 35,Sant3

'1i

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.

Fe

M

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

Col-Stgi- a.

s,

sea-leve-

3S1GJ$NTS Nathan Jaffa,

W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton,

J.

C.

Lea

fw.Tg A. Cahoon

particulars address

COL.

J.

W. WILLSON,

much as 2.27 inches in 188S, yet, in
1871, there wasn't even a trace of precipitation during the month. Santa
Fe never has heavy snowfalls and the
heaviest snowfall in December for any
twenty-fou- r
hours occurred on Decern
ber 18, 1895, and then only amounted
to 5.5 inches, which had vanished from
sunny spots by next day. The heaviest
hours
precipitation for any twenty-fou- r
was 1.09 inches on December 28, 1885.
The month has an average of 18 clear
days, 9 partly cloudy days and 4 cloudy
days, but generally speaking, there
isn't a day in the month that the sun
does not shine. The best the wind
could ever do was 40 miles an hour
from the northwest, on December 14
1890, while the average velocity was
only 6.3 miles, generally blowing from
Mount Baldy, the northeast. Taken al
together, December is not an unpleasant month upon the average, and when
compared with the blizzard month in
the east or even the rough winds and
cuttine cold of Colorado points, it is
ideal.

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

A Runaway Bicycle.

A. B. CRAYCRAFT,

TUB

-

sei

GOLD MINES.
tale Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. If., are the goal
districts of Eluabethtown and Baldy, where important mineral
nee bare lately been made. Claims on ualocated ground may be
aader taw mining regulations oi tne eompany, wnicn are as lai
prospector as the U. 8. government laws.

Batoa, N. M., oa this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
mat aad Coke Company, where employment may be foaai al
wag far any wishing to wort daring the seasons that (a!ag a
on
pr peswaf can not ne succession
Jfer partfealara aad advertising matter apply la

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Office Sena Block.

Paiace At

Scalds, Skin Eruptions and Piles.
Co.'s store.

25c.

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

at the Fischer Drug

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law-,
Santa Fa, tv. M
Advertise in the New Mexican and Land and
mining business a specialty
business.
will
increase
your
you

PHOTOGRAPHER
Makes this suggestion to you

Come and see me if you
want the finest
PHOTOS AJID VIEWS

Ever made in the city
MY

SPECIALTY

IS TO PLEASE

YOU!

Developing- and Finishing
-

Kodak Work to Order t

The iIaxwell Land 6iiAHT Co
RATON. NE17 A1EX1CO

V

Not a Sick Day Since.
"I was taken severely sivk with kid
ney trouble. I tried all sorts of medi
cines, none of which relieved me. One
day I saw an ad. of your Electric Sit
ters and determined to try that After
taking a few doses I felt relieved, and
soon thereafter was entirely cured, and
have not seen a sick day since. Neigh-borsomine have been cured of Rheu
matism, Neuralgia, Liver and Kidney
troubles and general debility." This
is what B. F. Bass, of! Fremont N. C,
writes. Only 50c at l'Ischer Drug Co.,
Druggists.

1904 November. 1904
Sun

Mon Tues Wed Thar Frl
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5"
IS
19

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

14

15

16

17

18

83

4

88

89

80
87

aiir

Sat

J

86

80
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St Louis World's 'air informatloc

bureau has been established at 8&e
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charga
o Phil P. Hlfxhcock, where information will be cheerfully lurrJshed.

It will pay you to advertise. Try ii
SOCIETIES.
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGX
No. 1, A, F. and A at
Regular communica
tion first Monday ia
each month at Masonis
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

vl

B. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the District and Si
prome Courts. Prompt and careful at

SANTA FE CHAPTHM,
No. 1, R. A M. Regular
convocation second Mon
day in each month at Ma
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. ft
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FB COMMANDSR1
No. 1. K. T. Regular eoa- & T!ave fourth Monday In eacb
month at Masonic Hall af
7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

l.
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Countlei 8 A NT A FE LODGE NO.
2, KNIGHTS
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sai
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evJuan. Santa Fe, N. M.
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
EDWARD C. WAD B,
Avonue and Water Street Visiting
.
Attorney-at-LawKnights given a cordial welcome.
Practices In all the courts.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
"Mining cases and mineral patent
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. 8.
a specialty."
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Flnanea
K. OF

NEW MEXICO

tjAS CRUCES,

I. O. O. F.

FRANK W.
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. V,
Attorney-at-La(District Attorney 2d Judicial District) Meets every Friday evening in Ode
Practices n the District Courts am Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
the Supreme Court of the Territory, al Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. ft
so before the United States Supresn
A P. HOGLE, Secretary.
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO
B. P. O. ELKS.

A

B. RENBHAN,

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.K.
Holds its regular session on the
Practices in the Supreme and Dlatrlat second and
fourth Wednesdays of
Court. Mining and Land Law a specie
each moth. Visiting brothers arc In8
Pal
Sena
Rooms
9,
and
Building,
ty.
vited and welcome.
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
A. L. MORRISON, jR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
Attorney-at-La-

w.

OSTEOPATHY

IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Santa Fe Tribe No. 6, I. O. IL ML
Osteopath.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chroali Fellows hall at 8 o'clock Visiting
chiefs cordially Invited.
diseases without drugs or mediclnee.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
p. m. Phone ISC A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
m.,
No.

103

2

2-- 5

SANTA FE LODGE .NO. .259, FRA
TERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewell?
Store. South Side ot Plaza.

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Civil

G. A. COLLINS,
and Irrigation Engineer,
Surveying and Mapping.

Estimates Furnished.
Santa Fe, N.

112 San Francisco St.,

Stenography

&

Regular meetings Are and third
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
p. m., Knights
Pythias Hall, Don
Visiting fraters
Gaspar Avenue.
welcome.
J. 8. CANDELARIO,
P. J. MARTIN,
Fraternal Master.
H. 8. LUTZ,
Secretary,
Treasurer.
All legal blanks

at the New Mexican.

Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Mannfactnrinii Co.

M.

Typewriting

NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
TRANS-LATIONAND TYPEWRITER.
S

SISTEU.

terming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
of forty acres and apwards. Price of land with pes
1Mb) water fights from $17 to $25 per acre, according to location. Pap
mmf be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grata, fraltt at
afi kiada aad sugar beets grow to perfection.

Attorney-at-Law- ,

W

d

Supt.

to Ml- ia tracts

BENJAMIN M. READ,

ILLIA
H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Terminated with an ugly cut on the
Attorney-at-Law- .
111.
le, ? of J. B. Orner, Franklin Grove,
Las
New
It developed a stubborn ulcer unyield- District Cruces,for DonaMexico.
attorney
Ana, Otero
ing to doctors and remedies for four Grant, Luna and Sierra Countlet
Salve
Arnica
Bucklen's
Then
years.
Third Judicial District
cured. It's just as good for Burns,

CURED CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Clearwater, Kan.,
writes: "My husband lay sick for three
months. The doctors said that he had
We procured a
quick consumption.
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup,
and it cured him. That was six years
ago. Since then we have always kept
a bottle in the house. We cannot do
without it. For coughs and colds it has
675 POUNDS TO BREAK AN EGG.
no equal." 25c, 0c, $1.00. Sold by
Fischer Drug Co.
Tremendous External Pressure That a
Shell Can Stand.
Headquarters for wedding cards and
An eggshell can withstand an inter
announcements
New Mexican Printnal pressure of 65 pounds per square
Santa
Fe, N. M.
Company,
ing
inch and an external pressure of 675
pounds per square inch, according to
Disastrous Wrecks.
experiments made by Albert E. Guy.
Carelessness is responsible for many
The eggs were taken at random and
the same causes
the contents emptied by first boring a railway wreck andwrecks of sufferers
a
hole at each end. are making human
But
The shells were tested in three from Throat and Lung troubles.
Dr. King's New
of
since
the
advent
ways by pressure applied on the long
for Consumption, Coughs
axis, by internal pressure on the Discovery
even
the worst cases can be
and
Colds,
whole shell and by external pressure.
As the whole shell is porous the dif- cured, and hopeless resignation is no
ficulties met with in trying the last longer necessary. Mrs. Lois Cragg, of
two tests were overcome by using an Dorchester, Mass., is one of the many
whose life was saved by Dr. King's
ordinary toy balloon of thin rubber.
New
Discovery. This great remedyvis
For the internal test a
tube, plugged at one end guaranteed for all Throat and Lung
and with a hole prilled In the side, diseases by Fischer Drug Co., Drugwas inserted in the balloon. The bal- eists. Price 50c and $1. Trial bottles
"
loon and tube were then put through free.
holes carefully drilled In the ends
The New Mexican can do printing
and the balloon tightly tied outside
the shell. The small tube was sol- equal to that done in any of the large
dered to a pipe plug for connection cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
with the pump.
work we turn out. Try our work once
For the external pressure test the and you will certainly come again. We
eggshell was tied up inside the bal- have all the facilities for turning out
loon. American Machinist.
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west
Half a Lifetime In Prison.
Paris was recently amazed to learn
NEURALGIA PAINS.
that an honest man with a respectable
Rheumatism, lumbago and sciatic
fortune had spent half a lifetime in a pains yield to the penetrating influ
French prison for a trivial offense ence of Ballard's Snow Linament. It
against the empire. For singing a penetrates to the nerves and bone and
couplet directed against Napoleon III.
absorbed into the blood, its heal
one Stallemberg was sentenced to six being
are conveyed to every
months' imprisonment and lifelong Ing properties
and effect some won
of
the
body,
part
expulsion from France. After making derful cures.
50c, $1.00. Sold by
25c,
a fortune in America he returned to
Paris to see his mother, was arrested, Fischer Drug Co.
sentenced and again expelled.
For
notice for Publication.
twenty-siyears he has left prison
(Homestead Entry No. 5414.)
only to be escorted to the Belgian
Department or thb Interior.
frontier and to return at once to Paris,
Land Office at Sant Fe. N. M Nov. 12. 1904,
occasionally in a railway carriage beNotice Is hereby given that the following
hind that containing his escort. The named settler has nled notice of tils inten
tion to make final
in support of his
prison officials greet Stallemberg with claim, and that saidproof
proof will be made be
the register or receiver at Santa Fe. N
delight, as he is exceedingly popular. foreon
Dee 22d. 1904, viz: Fells Rodriguez
M.,
He is now a white-haireman and his tor
the11sw. section Zi, township vt north
.
mother is over ninety-sevenrange east. He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz : Jose
Irineo Rodriguez. David Rodriguez.
Advertise in the New Mexican and A bey t a.caroero
ail oi anta re, a. ai.
miguei
business.
will
increase your
Manuel it. uteho, Register,
you

rami's.
FARMING

the following witnesses
prove
nuous residence upon and cultivation of said
land, iz: Pedro Ribrra, Enrique Kibera.
Nestor Koibal, Juan Itoibul Jr., nil of Pecos
N. M.
Manuel R. Otjho, Registe- -

x

Ivew buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and
all conveniences.
baths, wattr-workBOARD
$300 per session. Session is
and
LAUNDRY,
TETTION,
iirs Ssrms of thirteen weeks each.
well- 206WELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet abeve
d,

5337.)

the coldest months at Santa Fe, but
sitting in the sunshine in shirt sleeves
on Christmas day one would not sup
pose so, even though the weather u
reau says that the average tempera
ture for December is only 31 degrees
and there is a record of 13 degrees be
low zero during the 31 years that sys
tematic records have been kept by the
service in this city. That cold snap oc
curred on Christmas Day, 1879. On
the other hand, on December 3, of the
year before, the thermometer went up
to 65 degrees in the shade and pretty
nearly to a hundred degrees in the sun
RICHARD H. HANNA,
The warmest December was that of
(Homestead Entry No 5,336.)
Attorney at Law,
Department or thr Imibrtok.
1889, with an average temperature of
Offices Griffin Block
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Nov. 3, 1904. Phone 66.
40 degrees, or about the average tem
Notice is hereby given that the following
settler has tiled notice of his intention
perature at Colorado Springs during named
EUGENE A F1SKE,
in support of his claim,
to make final
April. The coldest December was that and that said proof
proof will be made before the
and Counselor at La
Attorney
N.
M..
on
Kncristar
Fe.
Santa
Rncniver
or
at
of 1889, with an average temperature
1801. viz: Juen Roibal Sr., for the
Dec.
Santa Fe, N. M.
of 24 degrees. The average precipita swU 13,
18,
7.
seU
sfiVi. sec.
ne'.t. section
n' i ne'S.
Supreme and District Court Practice
tion was .72 of an inches but it was as townshin 17, north, rangeto12 east. He names
his conti-

Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Sundries.
Grocers'
Patent Medicines and

a SANTA

Only Makes a Bad Matter Worse.
Perhaps you have never thought of
Depahtmunt of the Intukioh.
it but the fact must be apparent to
.and Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Nov. 3, If 04.
is caused
Notice is hereby given that the following every one that constipation
named settler lias Bled notice of tils intention by a lack of water in the system, and
to make linal Droof in sunnort of his claim the use of drastic cathartics like the
and that said proof will be made before the
or receiver ac Santa ire. N. Al., on old fashioned pills only makes a bad
register
Deo. 13, 19U4, viz: J uan ttoibalJr. forthesw'4
Stomach
ne'i, n'i sei.12swi seii. section IS. township 17 matter worse. Chamberlain's
north range east. He names the following and Liver Tablets are much more mild
witnesses to prove his continuous residence
when the
upon cultivation ot said mini, viz: Santiago and gentle in their effect, and
Lilian Faustiuo Ortiz, Juan Roibal Sr., Nes- proper dose is taken their action is so
N.
M.
tor Koibal, all of Pecos.
Manuel R. Otkho, Register. natural that one can hardly realize it
is the effect of a medicine. Try a 25
cent bottle of them. For sale by all
Doesn't Respect Old Age.
to
fails
a
druggists.
It's
shame when youth
show proper respect for old age, but
just the contrary in the case of DrD.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
King's New Life Pills. Thehy cut off
maladies no matter how severe and irrespective of old age. Dyspepsia, JaunAttorneys at Law.
dice, Fever, Constipation all yield to
MAX. FROST,
this perfect Pill. 25c, at the Fischer
Attorney at Law.
Drug Co.'s Drug Store.
Santa Fe : : : : New Mexico
N tice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.

(Homestead Entry No

,

Golfl a

From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made
Office West Side of Plaza.
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
Santa Fe. N. M
MISS M. IONE BARR,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Office with R. H. Hanna, Attorney.
'Phone 66 Griffin Block.

ARCHITECTS

HOLT & HOLT.
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Notice for Publication.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
(Homestead Entry No. 5347.)
and construction work of ail kinds
Department or thb Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov.
Office.
planned and superintended.
190. Notice is hereby given that the followMontoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas
Inhas
filed
named
of
notice
settler
hit
ing
tention to make final proof in support of his Phone 94.
claim, and that said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe.
N. M.. on Deo. 13, 1904. vis: Nestor Koibal
VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
for the iwM, section 18, township 17 north,
range 12 east. He name the following witArchitect.
nesses to prove his continuous residence
upon and oultivation of said land, vis: San- First National Bank Block,
Ortiz, Juan Roibal Sr.,
Lujan. faustino
tiago Roibal
Albuauerque, N. M
Jr.. all ot Peoos, N. M.
Juan
Uan rat R. Otsbo. Register.
Have your magazines bound in first- The New Mexican Printing Com- class style for $1.25 per volume, by the
pany will do your job work with neat New Mexican Printing Company, Sanleas and dispatch.
ta Fe, N. M.

Silver Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Laughlln Building, Don Gasoar Arenas.

4

Cmutual building

&D

LOAN ASSOCIATION
W111

aaaiar nrn

n.

R
D

Own Your Own Home If
Be your own landlord. Pay your
rent Into the Building & Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.
.

)

The Association has on hand money )
" Iv
a
i

loan on aesirable property.
or -particulars call on lr add res
he secretary,

10

(

'

ana

B. J. CRICHTON.

muwwu, BLOCK,

SANTA FB. N. IC

7
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

0J0 CAUEJVTE nUl SPRINGS.
i'hese Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe,i and about twelve mile3 from Bar- anca Station, on the Denver and Rio
e

these waters has been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
in' the following diseases: Paralysis.
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
Neuralgia, Consumption,
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, aif
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boat
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; Si
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons, and is ipen ai;
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 ; m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further

Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor
N.

Ojo Callente. Taos County,

Santa

JM

Fe Central Railway System.

the Short Line in connection with the E. P. & N. E. and Great Rock
Island route. Rates for tho Woild'S Fair, at St. Louis, $43,55, for
the round trip.
In no event wl I the
final' return limit of
THE NEW LIN K

Use

Palace: D. H. McMillan, Socorro: I.
C. Leonard, Chicago; Mrs. A. P. Carey
Mrs. L. F. Boyle, Durango; Pedro Per
ea, Bernalillo; J. G. Halaplcus, Tole
do, Ohio; B. Romero, C. Romero, J. S
Cark, B. J. Vert, S. Romero, Las Ve
gas.
Claire: F. J. Otero, Bernalillo; H. S
Van Slyck, El Paso; Will Ments, Albu
ouerque; T. J. M. Blain, Niagara Falls
New York: C. W. Wright, Albuquer
que; G. H. Fromman, Espanola; An
tonio Joseph, Jr., Ojo Caliente; J. E
Keach, Washington; J. C. Underwocd
Pueblo; F. D. Lewis, Trinidad.
Bon Ton: P. T. Gibbs, Dulce; J
Wiltze, Cutler, Colorado; C. Torres
Del Norte, Colorado; D. W. Shannon
Durango: Frank Larken, Denver.
Normandie: J. M. Garrett, St. Louis;
A. Heiler, El Paso; J. Bartlett, A. G
Moore, Denver; R. C. Barry, Columbus
Ohio.

O F

MEXICO

NEW

Pres.

&

DO YOU

&

P.

A

Gen'l Manager- -

EAT?

If You

Do Try

the New Cuisine at the

Serenade afe

Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Night.
21 Meals for $4.50.
Regular Meals 25 Cents.

G. LUPEHERRERA, Proprietor

354 San Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.

TfjE

CfJAS. 7AGJIEI FURJHTUrE CG

WE LEAD 191 EVERYTHING.
China wars, aicsawara, Pintail FMmm aad Molding Mores aoa Baagea
Xaae ts Orosr

CI(AI(LES WAGJIER

"licensed Cmbalmer

Vizcalnas alley:
The gendarme was walking along
the alley when he saw a package on
the sidewalk. On stooping to pick up
the package he saw that it contained
the forearm and hand of a woman.
The flesh was still warm and the hand
moved as if beckoning to the gendarme. The skin was white, one finger carried a diamond ring and on the
wrist was a bracelet, showing that the
member had been part of the body of
a woman of the better class. The
softness of the skin and the blue
veins indicated that the hand belong
ed to some one beyond the ordinary,
The gendarme put the arm back
where he had found it and ran fright
ened to the fourth comisaria, from
which an ambulance was sent to pick
up the arm. The gendarme would not
return to the scene and later had to
be taken to the hospital. Mexican
Herald.
The Modern Girl's Weapons.
The present-dagirl carries about
her person at least two concealed
weapons in the form of the newest hat
pins. The breadth of the crown of
hat has made it necesthe
sary to add two inches to the length
of the already sufficiently dangerous
hat pin, and the result is astonishing.
The
gold or silver pin
of seven or eight inches in length is
of no use whatever in securing this
summer's bats. The new pin measures ten inches from tip to handle
and is made of an inflexible metal to
pierce the heavy straws. Plain gold
heads, either round or oval in form,
are seen on many of the new pins, although some of the more expensive
designs are set with jewels. -

L

A. HARVEY,

Telephone

Telephone Mo

Night

Strttt.

i.

AgentM
FeN.

We handle the Leading Brands of

KENTUCKYiBOURBONS
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES

2

Goods bought in bond, purity guaranteed.

Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop
sheet.
erty,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with Power of Attorney and Non Mineral Af-- sheet.
fidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out Notice,
sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
In Books of 25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals Not Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range. Delivery,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner'3 Recorded Brand, 2 sheet,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals Not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
Certificate of Brand, 4 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bond,
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
J.
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
sheet.
P.,
Bond for Appearance, District Court,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet. sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and De-

PURE CALIFORNIAtWINES. IMPORTED as d
DOMESTIC CIGARS and TOBACCOS

2

2

1-- 2

Our Club Rooms are Large, Comfortable and Airy

1-- 2

AKERS

2

C&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

Francisco St.

284

&

Telephone No. gg

4

4

1-- 4

4

1-- 4

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

2

2

2

4

2

2

1-- 2

tainer,

sheet.

1-- 2

sheet
Replevin Writ,
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet.
Peace Proceedings,
Complaint,
sheet.
1-- 4

Warrant,

sheet.
sheet.

1-- 4

Commitment,

Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
sheet.

1-- 4

1-- 4

sheet.
Affidavit,
sheet.
Bond,
sheet.
Writ,
Summons as Garnishee,
1-- 4

Chattel Mortgage,
she .t.
Power of Attorney 2 sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, L2 sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Homestead Proof, full sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
sheet.
Agreements,
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
sheet.
Dealers,
Application for License Games and
sheet.
Gaming Table,
sheet.
Application for License,
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00.
The two for $10.00.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
1903, English and Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25;. full leather, $3.00.
Pocket Docket
Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
single, $1.25; two or more books, $1
each.
Notary's Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals:
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75, delivered.
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex2

1-- 4

STORY & CLA05

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 4

2

1--

2

1-- 2

2

2

Non-Miner-

2

2

2

2

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 4

press

office.

Read What Accomplished
Aba&sGnm
say of the Story and Clarfc
"Equal if not superior to asy toOte-meI have had occasion to xsx?
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such tup priority aC us
stnr
anship and finish as mucv
them welcome to any houaefcsSC
Leonora Jackson.
"Grand
in tone af.
re3ona
lightfully sweet and tender."
d Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too 1 'ghiy of
pianos, they seem to be
able." R. Watkin Mills.
"I find your planes ronderfaQy
pathetic for accompanying the
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the livel't satisfaction
me. I consider them second
;
David Frangcon Davies.
"I think it capabl of the fewest expression of musical thought" Woo.
jioach Yaw.
"I. my opinion they rank amine &u
very best pianos of the day." Era53a
Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful enz$r Q
tone and a most sympathetic Soesat'"
Fernando da Lucia.
"I - was perfectly charmed wBfe. 8t
beauty of to-- e ind delightful Saw.
Francis Uitsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as ratios
ant Are remarkably adapted far
the voice." CtemeasSna
de Vere Sapio.
"Your pianos embody sweetness aE
richness ot tone, splendid otrrpSac
power and excellent acttoa." Jbssa,
Olitzka.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANOCfc
Employ only expert workmen and
piece work or contract work is
nt

t

New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 3 to 10, inclusive, delivered at
Publishers' price, $3.30 each.
sheet.
Execution,
Compilation. Corporation Laws, 75 c.
sheet.
Summons,
Compilation Mining Law , 50c.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Subpoena, 4 sheet.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet.
The New Mexican can do printing Search Warrant,
sheet.
320 Page J. P. Docket, 4 Civil,
'
equal to that done in any of the large
Blanks.
Criminal, $4.
Spanish
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of Auto de
Miscellaneous.
Arresto,
pliegue.
j work we turn out.
Try our work once Auto de Prision,
25c per pad.
Notes,
pliegue.
Promissory
and you will certainly comeagain. We Declaration
4
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 15c
Jurada,
pliegue.
have all the facilities for turning out Fianza
each.
Oflclal, lr2 pliegue.
every class of work, including one of Fianza Oflclal y Juramento,
pliegue. Missouri Pleading Form , $5.00.
the best binderies in the west.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
j)liegue. 480 Page hand made Journal, $5.75.
In their factories.
480 Page hand made Ledger, $6.50.
Contrato de Partldo,
pliegue.
Telephone No. 31 for fine printing.
They have won renown. on two
Escritura de Renuncia, 4 pliegue.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports
'
tlnents for excellence and beatifer oaf
Full Sheep, $6.50 delivered.
Documento Garantizado,
pliegue.
their Instruments.
plie- Full List School Blanks.
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Prices and terms most KtoewC
Prices.
gue.
Call on the General Agent sr ttwr
5
$
each
On 4 or
Documento de Hipoteca, 2 pliegue.
sheet,
75 Mexico,
Documento Garantizado, extensa Forfull sheet, per dozen
25
.
.
dozen
ma entero. 10c.
sheets, per
2
35
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10 c.
sheets, " dozen
4
1 75
AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
sheets, per hundred
2 50
2
Libros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Santa Fe,' N. L
sheets, per hundred
de 100 assorted blanks take the per 100 Who will show you the Sooty
Libros de Recibos, Supervisores
FOR SALE Good driving horse and
Clark Pla:ios in the several
Caminos, 25c.
price.
single buggy. For further information
finish Mahogany, Hungarian,
Size of Blanks.
Blanks.
General
apply at Koury's Cash Store.
4
and Golden Oak.
sheet 7x8 2 inches.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
2
8
inches.
2
sheet
sheet.
General
Form,
Bond,
FOR RENT
The ."Spiegelberg
Full sheet 14x17 inches.
sheet.
Block" entire or any portion thereof Bond ot Indemnity,
The New Mexican Printing
dozen.
75c
Certificate
Manuscript Covers.
of
per
Marriage,
poaesssion given January 1st, 1905. Official
naa
ar
mads
pany
and
In
Printed
2
sheet.
variety.
large
Bond,
George W. Hickox.
with the publisher of Money
2
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
ceB ttn
Special Ruling Work our Specialty. of the New Mexico reports
sheet.
FOR RENT Two new
.
Blank Books Speak for Them- tame at the reduced price ef $G3,
Our
sheet
Letters
of
Guardianship,
and
bath
cottages, stationary range,
2
selves. Largest and Best Equipped delivered In any pai-- t of the T fcqji
toilet Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire Guardian's Bond and Oath, 2 sheet.
This price will hold good only
in the Southwest.
sheet.
Letters
of
Bindery
Administration,
Hotel
2
Our Solicitor: Every Job and Book limited time, in order to
i
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
stock so na to pay for the
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
sheet.
Bearing Our Imprint.
of the book.. This price Is
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet.
other public; and private use. Apply Declaration In Assumpsit, 2 sheet
New Mexican Printing Com- withdrawal without notice,
The
to George E.- - Ellis, trustee.
Declaration in Assumpsit on Note, 2 pany is headquarters for engraved acccmpany each order.
sheet
cards de vislte in New Mexico. Get
WANTED $8 to $12 weekly easily Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet
your work done here and you will be Keep ycr business ever
easily earned by either sex knitting ( Assignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet
pleased In every particular
public by advertising la ja
seamless hosiery for the western mar Lease, 2 sheet
paper. A good advertiser a
ket; our Improved family machine Lease of Personal Property, 2 sheet
access t any honest
Telephone No. 31 for Dae printing.
1-- 4

1-- 4

4

1-- 4
1--

1--

San Francisco

10.

il

THE CLUB

sheet.

Crazed by Beckoning Dead Hand.

o

102Chapelle St., Santa

2

Steamship
Line and Old Dominion,
information as to tickets
or sailing to or from
Europe cheerfully given.

F.

MRS,

2

Gerdarme No. 876, of Mexico City,
was taken to the insane asylum recently after telling the following story
of the finding of a human hand in Las

prevent it

Your family ample protection if you die.
GOLD BOND will give this protection

4

We are also agents of

G

u

1-- 4

the Cunard

S. B. GRIMSHAW.

GOLD BOND will

2

Lamp Serving as Jewel Hiding Place.
is swung around, and reveals a keyhole in the top of a metal box. The
lid being unlocked, the interior of the
box is seen to be fitted up as a receptacle for valuable gems.

A

A

J&

Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond to Mining Property,

C

A 50 per

Man in want in old age is pitiful

WANTED For the U. S. army: able
bodied, unmarried men, between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United States
of good character and temperate hab
its, who can speak, read and write,
English. For information apply to re
cruiting officer 050 San Francisco
Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY.

For any additional information call on or address S. B Grimshaw
Generel Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

W. H. ANDREWS.

2

In Stock and for Sale by

ion.
Tickets also on sale
to KANSAS CITY,
CHICAGO, and all
points east. Lowest
rates, quickest time,
shortest lines, and
best service via this
route.

GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEMS

TURKEYS FOR SALE.
Bronze
Turkeys.
Engage pure
Bronze turkeys now for delivery March
1st. Toms, $5.00; hens, $2.50; pair
M. T. RAILEY,
$6.50. Address
Velarde, N. M.

J0

ing car. Service unsurpassed. All trains of
this route run into the
grounds so passengers
on this line have no
change of cars but are
taken directly to the
gates of the Exposit-

U

Looking for an absolutely safe investment?
cent Bond will interest You.

Legal Blanks

trains carry Pullman
sleepers, tourist and din-

ALL TH E

R

MAN Under 35, for Santa Fe or vi
cinity to prepare for Gov't Position as i
RAILWAY MAIL CLERK. Expert
Fine Hiding Place for Jewels.
ence in Post Office work not necessary,
A woman who has a fad for collectentrance salary $800 per annum.
ing lamps utilizes one as a safe. It Gradual
promotion. Exceptional opis a large stationary lamp of heavy
bronze work. An electric bulb shines ening. I. S. S. Box I, Cedar Rapids, la.
at night through its shade of richly
colored glass, but no oil ever defiles
the bowl of generous dimensions. By
touching a spring the top of the lamp

these tickets in any case
exceed D e c e m b er 31st
1904. Santa Fe Centra:
trains make closs connection at Torrance. All
E. P. & N. E. & R. I.

CONNECTING

with ribbing attachment furnished
worthy families who do not own a machine, on easy payment plan; write at
once for full particulars and commence making money; no experience
required. UNITED STATES WOOLEN
CO., Detroit, Mich.

1-- 2

1--

4

1-- 4

1--

3-- 4

n

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

LOW EXCURSION RATES.

1--

2

1-- 4

FRANK DIBERT

1-1--

'

1--

and Rock Island SysThe El
tems offer very low excursion rates to St. Louis, Mo.,
Portland, Ore., and all points North, Northeast and
Paso-Northeastc-

rn

East.
Through service daily between Los Angeles and
El Paso, and Chicago, Kansas City and St. Louis,
Standard Tourist sleeping cars, dining
and chair cars.
Weekly tourist car between Los Angeles and El
Paso and St Paul and Minneapolis.
Don't forget the "Best Meals on Wheels.
For further information call on your nearest
'
ticket agent, or address:

consing of

A. N BROWN, General

Passenger Agent.

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

six-roo- m

1-- 2

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--
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& SPITZ

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Public Funds Received.
public funds have
been received In the office of Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn:
W. G. Black, treasurer and collector
of San Juan County, taxes for 1902,
$5.64; taxes for 1903, $70.12; taxes for

Sac a.id&

if.JkB

The following

mUUB0KDSr WATCHES,
CLOCKS,

jmSfERWARE. ETC.

1903, $109.77.
Articles of Incorporation

Filigree Jewelry

Chaffing Dish.

...Sasds of designs in.
IffOJGREE' FOB CHAINS,

FILIGREE NECK CHAINS,
FILIGREE SOUVENIR SPOONS,
.mSSBEEBROOCH PINS, FILIGREE BRACELETS,
FILIGREE CARD CASES.

Fresh Fruits in Season!

&

JSaeiS3oweHi all the Time!

ERUITS AND FLOWERS

ie

Clarendon Garden

San Miguel Sfeet, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

rtrv rilT

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY

JSamZ

DECORATIONS

mEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
eshone No.

0

12

&

J&

CARTWRIGHT-DAVIgXW.

HICKOX, President

j

O. Box 457

CO.

S

S. 0. CARTWRIGHT,

J

P.

Sec'y and Treas.

250 San Francisco Street,
Sshsjbtv Telephone No. 4. Meat Aarket Telephone
No.

No.

49

In
Cooking
Oysters
"Star

tie good, that

the Oysters

tier taste, the
tOsuk 13 make the dish satisfying and
The best of coooks can cause under the Sealshipt Carrier meth
55BPHifeSrig::
MBtjiK otj s dish that is fit to eat from od of shipping the full flavor and taste
Oys- - of the Oyster is fully retained.
Smtantr. "doped,"
flavor and quality

.s3Hw

--

wishy-wash- y

in the dirty wooden tubs,
Sealshipt Oysters are good raw, de
otsi and flavor of such Oysters licious fried, fine In stews, soups, in

:flB.a5j!-r-i-

jaEt

S

"iisaea

"Sas

utterly sapped and drained pies, smothered, scalloped, good any
But take
:rix get them.
way you want them. Give them Seal
from the Patent Carriers shipt Oysters in some form and every

5n:

n

aa&s&rui&t any old kind of a cook can

jtt

a. aSsh

that will taste good

h

h

wiry ffrst essential is that the

'sAml

Filed.
The following articles of Incorpora
tion have been filed in the office of the
Territorial secretary, J. W. Raynolds:
The First Christian Church of Ar
tesia, Eddy County. Trustees, E. N.
Heath and J. L. Wood worth; elders,
E. L. Heath, D. W. Robertson and L. C.
Robertson. Term of existence desired,
50 years.
Meeting of Irrigation Congress.
A meeting of the Irrigation Commis
sion of New Mexico has been called to
meet in this city Saturday, December
3d, next. The commission consists of
G. A. Richardson, Roswell, president;
Arthur Seligman, Santa Fe, secretary
and treasurer; Charles E. Miller, Anthony; Frank Springei, Las Vegas, and
Carl A. Dalies, Belen.
Certificate of Agent Filed.
The following certificate of agent and
place of business has been filed in the
office of Territorial Secretary J. W.
Baynolds:
The Cimarron Mountain Mining Com
pany of Lansin Michigan. Raton has
been designated as the principal place
of business in New Mexico and Thomas D. Leib, of that city has been appointed agent on whom process can be
served.
Special Election Proclamation.
The following proclamation has been
issued by Governor M. A. Otero:
Whereas, It having been ascertained
by the unders'gned, Governor of New
Mexico, in accordance with Section
1685 of the compiled iaws of New Mexico, that in legislative district No. 6,
composed of the counties of Valencia
and Torrance, HouDvabls J. Franco
of zhe council of
Chaves, member-elec- t
the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly
of New Mexico, departed this life on
Saturday, November 2Cth, A. D., 1904,
and that a special election should be
called to elect his successor:
Now, Therefore, I, Miguel A. Otero,
Governor of the Territory of New Mexico, by virtue of the power vested in
me, by law, do hereby order and proclaim a new election in said counties
of Valencia and Torrance, for the said
office of member of the council of the
Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly of
the Territory of New Mexico; the same
to be had and held on Saturday, the
24th day of December, A. D. 1904; said
election to be conducted in all parts
and in the same manner as prescribed
by law for conducting elections for
members of the Legislative Assembly.
The county commissioners of the said
county of Valencia and the returning
board of the county of Torranco fire
hereby ordered and directed, upon the
receipt of this proclamation to at once
assemble together and call such spec'al
election in accordance with this proclamation, designating the voting places
and judges of election as required by
law In cases of general elections; And
the Secretary of the Territory is hereby
directed to forthwith transmit to such
board of county commissioners of Va
lencia and the returning board of Tor
rance County a sufficient number of
poll books and certificates of elections
to properly conduct the same.
The election hereby ordered to be
held and the vote to be canvassed and
returns made as provided by law In
cases of general elections for members
of the legislative assembly.
Done at the Executive Office, this the
29th day of November, A. D. 1904.
Witness my hand and the great seal
of the Territory of New Mexico.
MIGUEL A. OTERO.
By the Governor:
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.

be- -

member of the family will praise your
cooking.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.

Santa Fe

New Mexico

PENITENTIARY
SUPPLIES
LandersJrary & Clark&

Bids Opened and Contracts Awarded
Yesterday Successful Bidders
And Prices.

makes carving

The Board of Penitentiary Commis
sioners held a meeting yesterday for
the purpose of transacting routine bus
iness and making awards for supplies
Those members present were Juan Na
varro, secretary of the board, of Mora;
Judge W. H. Newcomb, of Silver City,
and Malaquias Martinez, of Taos.
Bids were made but by three firms,
namely, H. B. Cartwright & Brother? of
Santa Fe; Browne & Manzanares Com
pany, of Las Vegas, and Gross, Kelly &
Company, of Las Vegas.
H. B. Cartwright & Brother, of this
city, received a good share of the
awards, the others going to Browne
& Manzanares
Company and Gross,
Kelly & Company.
The awards were as follows:
H. B. Cartwright & Brother, Santa
Fe, New Mexico:
15,000 lbs. Blanca Flour, per cwt.$ 2.95
2.50
2,000 lbs. Hominy, per cwt
2,000 lbs. Corn Meal, per cwt. . . 1.90
1,000 lbs. Head Rice, per cwt . . 4.75
20 cases Arbuckle3 Coffee, per

Cutlery

a pleasure

,

The Holiday Season
Is now here and you should supply

your home, hotel or restaurant with
NEW CUTLERY
The kind we keep is a

little bit

ter than you can get elsewhere.

bet-

We not only handle the best cutlery
but all kinds of hardware can be
found at our store. Also paints, oils
and varnishes. Miners' supplies and
farming Implements. Wagons, Etc.

"W.

case

.'

Top Baking
powder, per pound
25 lbs. Black Pepper, whole,
per pound
25 cases Silk Soap, 10 oz., per

case

Santa Fe, N.

II

16

Standard Corn, per.
2.10

. . . ;

100 lbs

cwt

10

2.85

10 cases

case

The Hardware Dealer

14.25

100 lbs. Screw

Laundry Starch, per

20 cases

Las Craces Toma

the Doctor Prescribes,
or Suggests, is what n
We Specially Try to

-

supply
so well

and succeed

that

we are

known as

"Headquarters

99

FOR

All Skk Room Goock

FMILf

MUG'--

230 San Francisco Street
toes, per case

2.65
3.20

cwt

6.30

1,500 lbs. Oat Flakes, per cwt . .
7,500 lbs. Sugar, granulated, per

Santa Fe, JI.

:

fl.

1,000 lbs. Dried Apples, N. M.

6.00
sun dried, per cwt
32
6 Bbls. Molasses, per gallon
Browne & Manzanares Co., Las Ve- gas. New Mexico:
40 .lbs.
.packages .Corn
06
.Starch, per pound
250 lbs: Sample Loose Muscatel
4.73
Raisins, per cwt
0
4.87
750 lbs.
Prunes, per cwt
5 cases California
Apricots,
2
2.83
lb., per case
5 cases California
Fruits, as2.97
sorted, 2 doz., per case
500 lbs. Evaporated Peaches, per
cwt
.7.07
2.19
400 lbs. Sal Soda, per cwt
Gross, Kelly & Co., Las Vegas, New
Mexico:
,
3,000 lbs. N. M. new crop Beans,
,1-l-

ro

60-7-

2

Burnett's
la Ex., per dozen
2 doz. Burnett's
Ex., per dozen

DUDROW

Dealers, Santa Fe, H.M.

& CMHTEHIE

$ 4.50

per cwt
3 doz.

HEW MEXICAN PRIHTIKG COMPANY,

1-- 2

pt. Vanil10.50

2

pt. Lemon

6.50

BATTLING NELSON g
WHIPS CORBETT

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Dticliw's Office Building.

Chicago Boy Knocks Out Denver Lad
Day Telepone 35.
in Tenth Round Was Fairly
Beaten.
Nights, Mrs. Gold's residence, foot of Palace Avenue, Telephone No. 142.
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 30. After
the fight last night, in which Battling
Nelson, of Chicago, won in the tenth
round, young Corbett said: "I was beat
en fairly, that is all there is to it I have
really nothing to say. Let it go out to
the world that I say I was fairly beat
en by a man who is better than I am
tonight." Corbett's seconds say that
he suffered from cramps in the second
round and that was one reason for the
Denver lad's poor showing.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING
OUT

-- --'

SALE!

HEARING WILL
BE AT ST. LOUIS
Attorney in Cases of Denver Election
Judges Applies for Writ of Habeas Corpus.

St Paul, Minn., Nov. 30. Attorney
Richardson, of Denver, appeared before the United States court of appeals
sitting here today, and asked for writs
of habeas corpus in the cases of the
Denver election judges under sentence
for contempt of court The court of
appeals will hear the case on its merits
sitting en banc at St Louis, December
V
10th.

5.50

It will pay yon to advtrtisa. Try &

Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY!
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
At less than Cost
TOURISTS:

know that you miss half of Santa Fe I
do
not
visit oar Curio Store & Free Museum
you
Do you

Send for Catslogs
Sign of the OU Cart
Q
Cor." Sap Franctsce Street and Burro Alliyj

